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Osama bin Gotten
Miranda Devine

T

he official photograph of US
President Barack Obama and his
national security team in the White
House situation room watching special forces
kill Osama bin Laden is a fascinating study
in the human psychology of responsibility.
The eye is drawn to Hilary Clinton, wideeyed, hand covering her mouth as if to hide a
sense of horror. What was on the screen at that
moment, beamed live from Pakistan via the
helmet-cam of one of the brave Navy Seals who
stormed bin Laden’s heavily fortified compound early this month?
Was it the moment bin Laden was shot above
the eye and then in the chest?
Was it the moment when one of the helicopters came down, in a momentarily horrifying
echo of Black Hawk Down? Were the 12 people
in that extraordinary photograph looking so stern and
anxious because things could
so easily have gone wrong
or because they were stifling
instinctive human empathy as
they watched real people die?
Obama’s body language is
more contained, like the man.
He is sitting hunched forward,
mouth fixed, eyes in fierce concentration. He
had taken the gamble of his life. His presidency
would live or die on his decision. Vice President Joe Biden looks fatalistic, perhaps because
he had soothing hold of his rosary beads.
This extraordinary photograph has the rare
quality of instant history. What it captures is
the symbolic restoration of American power,
so undermined since bin Laden ordered those
planes to fly into New York’s twin towers. Bin
Laden had become the symbol of American
impotence, a great power paralysed by its
greatness. Politically, too, the image captures
the restoration of the credibility of the cautious
President who made the right call.
The events reflected in the eyes of the witnesses in that room are high-tech Hollywood

action. You can see Matt Damon as the Navy
Seal who shoots bin Laden twice, calmly photographs the body and uploads the image to
Washington where facial recognition software
confirms it is bin Laden, then retrieves DNA
which he transmits to analysis for a 99.9 percent
match with the brain tissue of bin Laden’s sister
who died in a Boston hospital some years ago.
It was a relieved, rather than triumphant
Obama who said when it was all over: “Justice
has been done.”
Yes it has. And much of it thanks to the
maligned former president George W Bush,
Guantanamo Bay and what Donald Rumsfeld
calls “intensive interrogation to be sure”. It
was intelligence gathered during those interrogations that led the US to one of bin Laden’s
closest confidants, his “courier”, Abu Ahmad

The so-called Arab Spring has
seen ordinary people marching on
the streets calling for democracy –
the very thing he tried to destroy
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al-Kuwaiti, and to the secret compound in
Abbotabad. Khalid Sheikh Mohammed, the
9-11 mastermind, and his protege Abu Faraj
al-Lib were subjected to harsh interrogations
in CIA prisons overseas. Both men coughed up
al-Kuwaiti’s name.
“We got beat up for it,” retired CIA operative
Marty Martin said after the raid, “but those
efforts led to this great day.”
The same people who beat up the good guys
for protecting us are at it again – especially on
the ABC – bemoaning the “extra-judicial killing” of bin Laden, and denying that the CIA’s
interrogation program has been vindicated.
But a US Justice Department memo on the
controversial interrogation techniques, which
was released by Obama in 2009, outlines just

n The White House/EPN/NEWSCOM

how useful was the information from Khalid.
“The intelligence acquired from these interrogations has been
a key reason why al-Qa’ida has failed to launch a spectacular
attack in the West since 11 September 2001,” it says.
The CIA’s “enhanced techniques” included forced nudity,
sleep deprivation, stressed posture, and for a short time, waterboarding – to extract information from high risk terrorist
suspects during the fraught period after the 911 attacks.
With the luxury of hindsight the techniques were condemned
as torture, but the memo explains that before they were
employed, Khalid wouldn’t talk about future attacks.
Afterwards he was very helpful, providing information that
led to the capture of Hambali, for instance, the operations chief
for Indonesian militant group Jemaah Islamiah, which carried
out the Bali bombing on October 12, 2002, killing 202 people,
including 88 Australians and three New Zealanders.
For all the criticism of Bush and the Coalition of the Willing, including Australia, it was in Iraq that al-Qaeda got its first
taste of defeat – and from fellow Muslims.
Bin Laden’s fanatical Islamists so alienated locals in Iraq’s
Anbar province with their retrograde despotic ways, especially towards women, that US General David Petraeus, and
his former Australian adviser, anthropologist David Kilcullen,
recruited the disillusioned locals to fight for the good guys.
The so-called “tribal awakening” turned the tide of the war.
Today a relatively peaceful Iraq is testament to the failure of bin
Laden’s philosophy.
Bin Laden did change our world on September 11,2001, but
we toughened up. We got on with life. A million people packed
central last month for the royal wedding – a prime terrorist target. They collectively thumbed their noses at warped medieval
hatemongers and just enjoyed themselves. Two days later the
number one hatemonger was toast.

Bin Laden, 54, was a peculiar person, chosen by happenstance
and history to get lucky on 9-11. One of an estimated 50 children of a Saudi construction tycoon, he was the only child of
one of the least favoured of his overbearing father’s 22 wives.
He reportedly was a shy child, besotted by his mother.
Brought up filthy rich, he reportedly had a soft handshake, was
vain enough to dye his beard and lived a million miles from the
frontline, in comparative luxury.
In the end he must have realised that his legacy was in tatters.
The so-called Arab Spring has seen ordinary people marching
on the streets calling for democracy – the very thing he tried to
destroy. They were marching for freedom and a decent standard
of living for their families, not the restoration of a 7th century
caliphate or whatever far-fetched fantasy bin Laden rambled on
about in his videos.
As a Pew research centre poll found last month, support for
bin Laden in the Muslim world had plummeted in recent years.
From Indonesia to Turkey, Lebanon and Jordan, bin Laden and
al-Qa’ida were struggling for relevance.
Bin Laden was killed by the US and yet we’ve heard barely a
peep from the Muslim world. You hear more anguish on the
ABC. A couple of dozen Palestinians rallied outside a Gaza university, in the one resolutely fanatical place in the world where
support for al-Qaeda squeaked over 25 percent.
The war on terror is not over but, ten years after September 11,
history is beginning to vindicate John Howard, Bush and Tony
Blair. Bin Laden died a failure.
devinemiranda@hotmail.com
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100% or bust
Chloe Milne

S

o apparently women are now 70%
as good as men, which is pretty inspirational if you live in 1945. According to
a recent poll New Zealand is the best country
for girls to grow up in, because women’s wages
are 70% of men’s. I never knew having a pair
of breasts would inhibit my ability to complete
tasks 70% as well as my male counterparts. It
seems clear to me that women can do anything they want. We’ve had two female prime
ministers … female being used in the broadest
sense there, yet still, men are not respecting us.
I think it’s time for another feminist revolution. Do not worry, I’m not going to suggest
burning your bra in protest, as personally I
think Victoria’s Secret is doing us all a favour.
However, there is something
that can put us on a more
equal ground with men, and
I don’t mean injections of
testosterone. Male partners
need to understand that we
are not their mothers, or
more specifically their slaves.
Cooking for and cleaning
up for our husbands, as well
as our full time jobs, are not
things that we ‘have’ to do
nor ‘should’ we do. In fact
doing these things for our men is keeping us in
a sexism time warp.
The reality is that most women are a lot
smarter than they like to let on. Admittedly
there are some women who are determined to
make the rest of us look stupid. Nicky Watson,
any woman who has ever entered a beauty
pageant, females with the name ‘Crystal’, and
of course hysterical fans of Justin Bieber are
all examples of the “dumbing” down of the
female species. It means that the rest of us
have to work harder to make our mark on the
world.
However, there are many positives to being
a female. Our multi-tasking abilities allow us
to talk on the phone, put on our makeup and

drive a car all at the same time, we won’t suffer
from male pattern baldness (apparently it’s
a pretty big deal), we’re not afraid of doctors
(possibly a good reason why we live longer)
and we will never have to worry about the possibility of small penis syndrome.
Let’s be honest, girls can focus better than
guys. The moment a woman with a low cut top
walks in, guys tend to go into “I’m nodding
and smiling but I’m hearing nothing you’re
saying” mode. Now, I like a nice set of abs as
much as the next girl but the sight of a tanned
six-pack won’t turn me into a drooling, mumbling mess incapable of human interaction.
I was recently telling one of my friends that I
will one day go into space with Virgin Galac-

Now, I like a nice set of abs as
much as the next girl but the sight
of a tanned six-pack won’t turn me
into a drooling, mumbling mess
incapable of human interaction
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tic. To which she replied “Geez who are you
going to marry?” Now, I found this to be offensive for two very important reasons. Firstly
she obviously thought that me being female I
would be unable to become wealthy enough on
my own and, secondly, it’s pretty obvious I’m
going to marry Sam Branson.
There’s no reason why a woman can’t do
any job she likes and get paid just as much
as a man. Come on girls, it’s time to wake up
and let men know we deserve more. Today I’m
writing a column for Investigate, tomorrow?
World domination.
There is no doubting that men have their
place in society and as soon as I figure it out I
will let you know.

roses in bloom

Three rings with hand-carved roses in black onyx, pink seashell and apricot aventurine
join the ring Upon ring collection. set in sterling silver, you can mix them with rings
in gold, silver or two-tone.
sterling silver rings from rrP $75. rose rings rrP $117.
be inspired at pandora.net
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TRUSTED
or BUSTED?

Health authorities caught out
over vaccine safety info
THE VACCINE WARS ARE ABOUT
TO TAKE A NEW TURN IN NEW
ZEALAND, WITH A SERIES OF FARREACHING RECOMMENDATIONS
SET FOR GOVERNMENT SIGNOFF AT THE START OF A NEW
PROPAGANDA CAMPAIGN.
IAN WISHART HAS THE STORY

Do vaccines cause autism? Do
they cause brain damage or other
measurable harms to children and
adults alike? Health authorities
in New Zealand say ‘no’, and they
point to a British Medical Journal
investigation debunking a 1998
Lancet study on the links between
autism and the MMR vaccine.
However, despite the puff and wind surrounding what
is one of the world’s most contentious health debates,
smoke still billows with hints of fire.
Take autism for example. In that 1998 study Dr
Andrew Wakefield found what he believed was a
direct link between the measles vaccine and toxins
found in autistic children. Given that the use of the
MMR vaccine closely mirrored the rise in autism
cases in the West, Wakefield was convinced he’d
found the smoking gun. Twelve years later, he’s been
stripped of his medical licence and his peer reviewed
study dismissed by the BMJ as “an elaborate fraud”.
New Zealand’s government and vaccine manufacturer-funded Immunisation Awareness Centre
(IMAC) records on its website about the British
scandal:
“There was intense media coverage of this study and
the author stated in media interviews that he believed
that the MMR vaccine was responsible. The paper was
retracted by 10 or the original 13 authors in 2004. Among
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many shortcomings of the study were major ethical problems as well as a serious conflict of interest
of the first author who received a large amount of
money from personal injury lawyers acting on behalf
of the parents of the children in the study.
“There have been a total of 3 studies which have
suggested an association between MMR vaccine and
the development of autism including the Lancet paper
mentioned above. All have serious shortcomings and
the findings have not been able to be replicated by
other investigators.”
And there the matter might have remained, but
for the inconvenient fact that while officially denying a vaccine/autism link, no less an entity than the
US government has been quietly making payouts
to parents after rulings by a specialist federal ‘vaccine claims court’ that a positive link has been made
between vaccines and autism-like disorders.
Just a couple of weeks ago, on May 11, a US law journal published a review of the vaccine compensation

cases, and one of the key points it noted
was just how prevalent autism disorders
have become:1
“One of the most striking characteristics of autism is its dramatic rise since
the early 1990s. For decades, the autism
prevalence was approximately five cases
per ten thousand children. In December
2009, the Centres for Disease Control
(CDC) announced that the rate among
eight year olds was one case per one
hundred and ten, or approximately 1% of
all US children.”
In South Korea it is reportedly even
worse, with one new study suggesting 1
in 38 children now suffer from a form of
autism.2
The US government health bureaucrat
responsible for investigating the problem,
Dr Thomas Insel, said at the time, “There
is no question that there has got to be an
environmental component here.”
The law journal study examined
around 2500 vaccine injury cases where
parents had been paid government
compensation, and found 83 of those
cases involved payouts for “encephalopathy and seizure disorder that included
autism or autism-like symptoms,”
reported the journal Medscape. “Most
involved the combination vaccine for
diphtheria, pertussis, and tetanus. The
second most common was the combina-

tion vaccine for measles, mumps, and
rubella (MMR). Awards ranged from
US$80,000 to $5.9 million.”
Again, contrast those US government
payouts with the advice from New Zealand’s IMAC to parents:3
“Do childhood vaccines cause autism?
No. A considerable body of evidence
shows there is no association between
childhood vaccines and autism.”
It all depends, apparently, on how
you define “autism”. Infectious diseases
expert and pro-vaccination campaigner
Paul Offit told the news media this
month that just because the federal
claims court had found links between
vaccines and autism-like disorders, it did
not mean that the autism-like disorders
were actually clinical autism. Hence, he
argues, there remains no proof of a link.
The parents of affected children don’t
really care what you call it – the end
result is the same and they’ve received
payouts reflecting the injuries to their
children caused by vaccines.
But the whole debate is set to get
messier in New Zealand, where Parliament’s Health select committee has just
made a series of far-reaching recommendations to the Government. In a 38 page
special report, the Committee wants to
see admission to schools and pre-schools
tied to immunisation. Parents will be
required to prove their children have been
immunised, or formally explain why they

have chosen not to immunise. There will
no longer be room for sitting on the fence
and waiting for better evidence.

P

arents will be subjected to intense
pro-vaccination propaganda
campaigns, via stories fed to the
news media by the Ministry of Health
and DHBs:
“Record personal, New Zealand-based
stories of current or recent experiences
with vaccine-preventable diseases. Make
these available in a variety of materials.
Ensure a broad range of subjects from
varying cultural and social backgrounds,” recommends the parliamentary report.
Not only that, schoolchildren – already
the victims of politically-motivated climate change studies4 and falling behind
in general literacy – will be directly
advertised to in their classrooms about
the dangers of their parents not immunising them, through special health and
science curriculum changes:
“The Ministry of Health [should] work
closely with the Ministry of Education to
review the health education curriculum
and in schools to include immunisation
and vaccine-preventable diseases in the
health and science curricula.”
Such lessons are likely to include
images of children who’ve suffered
amputations or other disfigurements.
One of the key themes of the parliamentary report is that the public should
“trust” IMAC and the Ministry of Health
to give them accurate information on
vaccines and adverse reactions. But
that could be difficult. For example, as
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I can’t understand how our own Ministry
of Health did not act more responsibly
for the safety and well being of all New
Zealanders. In trusting a company like
Merck with the future of all our daughters?
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this issue went to press IMAC’s website
reported under “Adverse Events for the
Gardasil vaccine:
00 Local reactions are common, in particular pain.
00 Mild systemic reactions also reported
such as headache.
00 Most reactions are mild and of short
duration.
00 Anaphylactic reaction (3.2 per million
doses).
00 No other serious events reported.
Take a look at that last bulletpoint again: “No other serious events
reported”. It’s an outright lie.
In early 2009, Investigate’s TGIF
Edition broke a series of stories on the
Gardasil vaccine.5 We revealed how girls
in the United States had died soon after
receiving the Gardasil jab to prevent cervical cancer (nearly 80 deaths reported
to date), and how large numbers had
suffered seizures and other side effects.
We also revealed how 17 year old Waihi
College student Stevie Richards had been
left with a paralysed arm after getting the
jab in New Zealand.6
That same year, 18 year old Hutt Valley student Jasmine Renata died after
being immunised with Gardasil.7 In her
mother Rhonda’s words:
“After her very first shot of Gardasil in
September 2008, she had warts developing on her hands at an incredible rate
and had her doctor freeze them off in
October 2008. November 2008 had second shot of Gardasil. The warts on her
hands returned and she had her doctor
once again ...freeze them off at end of
January 2009. March 2009 Had third
shot of Gardasil.”
Rhonda says Jasmine began lapsing
over the next few months into a general
malaise, including weakness in her arms
and legs, pins and needles, more warts,
headaches, dizziness, abdominal pains
and a racing heart.
“I can’t understand how our own Ministry of Health did not act more responsibly for the safety and well being of all
New Zealanders. In trusting a company
like Merck with the future of all our
daughters? I can tell you right now! No
one had better put another needle into
my boys! From now on I will be checking out any immunisation…from top to
bottom…side to side.

“I just wish someone had warned me
about Gardasil. My Jasmine would still
be here with us. This is why I am speaking up. When I saw my daughter – and
even though she was cold and blue – I
was frantic, screaming and hysterically
trying to bring my daughter back.
“I couldn’t believe it. Not my daughter!
But all that time also in my head I was
thinking, what could have done this to
my precious daughter? And then it came
to me. The only thing different in her
body to anything else that she had in the
last four or five years was?: The HPV vaccine for cervical cancer.”
That happened in 2009. As if that
wasn’t enough, in late 2010 Investigate
carried the story of 17 year old Kahlia,
another NZ teenager left disabled after a
Gardasil jab.8
“I was seventeen years old and I used
to take walking, dressing myself and
showering for granted and now I was
unable to do this,” Kahlia – a former
Rotary exchange student – wrote. “The
physio got me using a zimmerframe
to gain a little bit of my independence
back.”
Yet in May 2011 – after all these reports
and others besides – the IMAC website,
which parliament wants New Zealanders
to “trust” and whose advice will appear
in the new school curriculum, still says
in regard to Gardasil: “No…serious
events reported”.
IMAC wasn’t just saying no serious
events proven, it was saying none had
even been reported.
But how much else are New Zealand
health authorities not telling MPs or
the public? On a website provided by
the Auckland University of Technology,
oneforthegirls.org.nz in association with
health authorities, there is no mention of
any serious side effects beyond anaphylactic shock that women could suffer
from the Gardasil jab.
Under the heading, “How safe is the
vaccine?” they write:
“The vaccine has been shown to have
an excellent safety profile during large
clinical trials involving more than
20,000 girls and young women across
33 countries. The studies were done
comparing people who had received the
vaccine with similar numbers of people
who did not receive it. The outcomes

were compared between the two groups.
“There were no long-term side effects
seen in the vaccine group when compared to the group that did not receive
the vaccine.
“No one has died as a result of the
vaccine”.
Remember, these are the people who
parliament’s Health select committee
says the public can trust to tell us the
truth about vaccine safety.
Yet IMAC and the AUT have known
since mid 2010, or should have known, of
studies like Souayah et al, which found
69 cases in the US alone of the often
deadly or paralysing Guillain-Barre
Syndrome caused by Gardasil jabs. “The
onset of symptoms was within 6 weeks
after vaccination in 70% of the patients,”
reported the medical journal Vaccine in
January this year.

A

nother medical report in the
European Journal of Neurology
talks of young women coming
down with postural tachycardia syndrome (POTS) in the wake of Gardasil
injections, and their doctors failing to
diagnose it properly. The symptoms –
dizziness, exercise intolerance, fatigue,
nausea and a loss of appetite as well as
a racing heartbeat – seem similar to
those that killed New Zealander Jasmine
Renata or affected Stevie Richards or
Kahlia. The Journal reports it is “probable” that patients developing this dangerous syndrome “are simply undiagnosed
or misdiagnosed, which leads to underreporting and a paucity of
data on the incidence of
POTS after vaccination.”
Again, none of this information about potentially fatal side effects
appears on the IMAC or AUT sites.
The AUT site does claim that the Gardasil vaccine will halve New Zealand’s
cervical cancer death rate:
“Every year in New Zealand about 160
women will be diagnosed with cervical
cancer and 60 will die from it…In the
long-term more than 30 lives may be
saved every year because of the vaccine.”
Do you trust New Zealand health
authorities to be telling you the truth on
this? Before you answer, have a listen to
what one of the main Gardasil researchers for the vaccine manufacturer Merck,

Dr Diane Harper, told a vaccine conference in the US two years ago:9
“With the use of Gardasil, there will
be no decrease in cervical cancer until at
least 70% of the population is vaccinated,
and in that case, the decrease will be very
minimal. The highest amount of minimal decrease will appear in 60 years…
if we get the vaccine and continue PAP
screening, we will not lower the rate of
cervical cancer in the US.”
So who do you believe? NZ health
authorities assuring us cervical cancer
death rates will be halved by the vaccine, or the manufacturer admitting that
screening is already so good that “the
decrease will be very minimal”?
And remember the New Zealand
assurance to young women that “No
one has died as a result of the vaccine”?
That comment was in the context of big
international safety studies and ignores
the controversy over Jasmine Renata’s
death. Yet India called off a trial of Gardasil after six young girls died following
vaccination. Although India’s health
minister tried to put a brave face on it,
suggesting snakebite and drowning were
the likely causes of death, the trial was
not resumed.
In Canada last December, a 14 year old
girl, Anna Morin, was found drowned
in her bath by her mother just three
days after receiving her second Gardasil
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jab – she’d been hospitalised after the
first jab in October for dizzy spells and
memory loss.10 The coroner couldn’t
prove the vaccine caused the death so
ruled drowning was the primary cause
of death. More than 50 deaths of young
girls have been reported to the US Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting Service
(VAERS), although authorities are again
refusing to make a direct link to the
Gardasil jabs.

Y

ou could put all of this down to
parental paranoia, except for the
fact that even medical professionals
are questioning the safety of mass vaccination campaigns like Gardasil. In a letter to
India’s minister of health before the plug
on the Gardasil trial was finally pulled, a
group of doctors and specialists wrote:11
“Information about the efficacy of
Gardasil remains uncertain. The current
HPV vaccine prevents infections, resulting from just two of the HPV subtypes
(16 and 18) that may cause cervical cancer, and also HPV subtypes 6 and 11 that
can lead to genital warts. The subtypes
16 and 18 account for 70% of the cases of
invasive cervical cancer globally.
“But there are over 100 HPV subtypes
and one of the main concerns is that
if the vaccine was to work and indeed
“block” subtypes 16 and 18 then the
other carcinogenic subtypes may become
dominant.”
What they are raising is one of the
other big questionmarks about modern
medicine’s obsession with immunisation.
Does immunising against disease simply
mess with nature to the point where new
diseases and epidemics sweep in? And
does immunisation – effectively breeding out our natural immunity to disease
by making us rely totally on injections
from doctors – weaken the human gene
pool overall and make our children more
vulnerable to super-epidemics down the
track?
Surprisingly, that’s something they’re
already debating in veterinary circles,
where a growing number of vets are
warning vaccines are damaging the species health of pets.
Vet Don Hamilton calls it “a fundamental dilemma” and warns vaccination
may ultimately prove dangerous to “the
overall health of a given population”. He
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also warns that vaccines may be causing
a massive upsurge in chronic ill health,
and points to the panleukopenia virus
in cats as an example. The disease itself
is normally rapid and acute, leading to
vomiting and/or diarrhea. But, “in adult
vaccinated animals this translates into
a chronic state of diarrhea and sometimes vomiting. This disease is known as
inflammatory bowel disease.”
In other words, by vaccinating your
cat against a one off acute illness, you
condemn the animal to a lifetime of the
trots. “IBD has been occurring a near
epidemic levels over the past several
years,” reports Hamilton, “And no other
reasonable explanation has been proposed…Vaccinations are known to be
a major trigger of other autoimmune
responses in susceptible individuals.”

The Journal of Autoimmunity published a study several years ago making
the same point about humans.
“It seems that some autoimmune phenomena are clearly related to immunisation (eg, Guillain Barre syndrome)…
the temporal relationship (ie, always
2-3 months following immunisation) is
impressive.”
In veterinary science, the relationship
between vaccinations and a slide in the
overall health of the animals even has
a name, “vaccinosis” – which describes
the onset of debilitating conditions in
animals after vaccination.12 In humans,
that link is still largely denied by health
authorities.
The issue may be tied up in monetary
considerations. The vaccine makers are
also primary suppliers of medicines to

I was seventeen years old and I used to take
walking, dressing myself and showering for
granted and now I was unable to do this

the government buying agency Pharmac,
and national immunisation campaigns
are worth billions each year to the
pharmaceutical companies globally.
While Pharmac can be seen apparently
holding the pharmaceuticals’ toes to
the fire by setting low prices for general
medicines, the manufacturers get some
of that back through mass immunisation
sales. Everybody wins, except perhaps
the victims of over-hyped vaccination
campaigns.
The Government is currently considering whether to accept the full list of
recommendations from the Health select
committee. If they approve it, stand by
for a full-on propaganda campaign in
conjunction with TV and newspaper
journalists who’ve been groomed by
health authorities to spin their line.

FOOTNOTE: The purpose of this
article is not to argue that vaccines
are necessarily bad, but to illustrate
that Parliament’s belief that the public
can “trust” health authorities and the
media to bring them the truth may be
misplaced, given the misleading and/
or factually wrong information we’ve
exposed on health websites currently.
As always, the decision to immunise
with a particular vaccine lies with parents, based on informed choice.
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tgif3april09
7. http://www.offtheradar.co.nz/
vaccines/108-gardasil-killed-my-daughter-rhonda-renata.html
8. Investigate, Oct 2010, “Gardasil: It’s
Wrecked My Life”
9. http://www.pop.org/content/gardasil-
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& Single?
In love, it turns out religion
may provide the answers

A

WORDS BY JASON SANDERS

ccording to Statistics NZ the general rate of marriage in NZ halved
between 1982 and 1998, from 30 marriages a year per 1000 unmarried adults in the early 1980s to 15/1000 in 1998. The decline continued more slowly after 1998, reaching 13.2 per 1000 unmarried adults
in 2009, so the general rate of marriage is 40% of what it was 30
years ago.
A trend towards co-habitating and having children without getting married can
probably account for much of this decline but it is probably fair to say judging by the
higher divorce rates and the later age people are getting married and settling down
that many are finding it harder to find “the One”. It could be argued that living in a
de facto marriage is a sign too that partners are less committed to each other. All in
all it looks as though the quest to find enduring love is harder than it used to be in
this post-industrial modern age. Internet dating websites, matchmaking businesses,
and financial advantages of a double income for paying off things like mortgages can
seemingly do little to resist this.
Certainly though, as interest in the Royal Wedding shows, many New Zealand
women are still interested in Holy Matrimony. Romance is still held dear – at least by
the fairer sex. Why is it then that the quest is harder than it used to be, especially for
young adults? Could it be that surrounding culture has something to do with this?
Many religious leaders are saying exactly that.
One such is the US Rabbi Shmuley Boteach, author of Why Can’t I Fall In Love? A
12-Step Program. Rabbi Boteach, a frequent guest on chat shows like Oprah and a syndicated radio columnist, is seemingly Judaism’s answer to Dr Phil. Like the big Texan
he is a straight shooter and brings a certain intellectual gravitas to his contribution on
the war between the sexes. One of the central themes of his book is that many single
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It is not uncommon for attractive 20 and 30 somethings to date dozens
of different people every year, for years on end, all the time complaining
about not being able to find the “one”, not being able to fall in love
westerners today are spoilt for choice.
Like fat children in an enormous candy
store we can’t make up our minds about
what we want because our tastebuds are
so jaded and there are too many choices.
In the US, and it is getting like it here, it
is not uncommon for attractive 20 and
30 somethings to date dozens of different people every year, for years on end,
all the time complaining about not being

able to find the “one”, not being able to
fall in love. Certainly many people seem
to be trudging from one short-term
relationship to another (often – if they’re
men – leaving a baby or two behind
them), growing more and more disillusioned about the possibility of finding
real enduring love.
Boteach, who is happily married to the
first woman he ever dated, and a father of

seven children, spells out what he believes
are some cold, hard truths about this
inability of so many to fall enduringly in
love with someone. One of these truths he
opines is, “As a culture, we have become
shallow. We have lost our respect for
depth, for truth and beauty. Our criteria
for allowing ourselves to fall in love are
based on superficial values that don’t
strike to our core. And in shallowness we
have become boring. We’re bored with
each other, bored even by ourselves, certainly bored with the whole dating ritual.”
Boteach gives some good examples of the
kind of shallowness he means. There’s the
young woman he met on a plane who was
crying many tears because she’d just seen
her ex-boyfriend at a conference and was
reminded how good he was. Apparently,
when they’d gone out, despite his having
a high income and their being perfectly
compatible in every other regard she’d
been annoyed he earned slightly less than
her, and had pestered him for months
about it. Finally, growing sick of it, he left
her telling her she made him feel like a
loser. In her mid thirties, wanting to start
a family she too late realised what a fool
she’d been, for he had refused to take her
back.
A New York financier gave him a male
version. “On Wall Street, Shmuley, we
single guys play two kinds of games.
The day game is accumulating as much
money as possible. And if you succeed in
the day game, then you’re ready for the
night game, which consists of accumulating as many women as possible. Earn
enough money, and you can start earning women.”

B

oteach quoted the Rutgers
National Marriage Project’s
study (US based), “The State of
Our Unions 2000”, which found that,
“Today’s twenty-something (culture)
is not oriented to marriage, as it has
been in times past, nor is it dedicated
to romantic love...It is perhaps best
described as a culture of sex without
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strings and relationships without rings.”
Of course they were talking about
US society, but everyone knows New
Zealand is not that dissimilar. One only
has to check out our dating websites to
see many kiwi women of all ages and
heights declaring in their profiles they
could never date a man who was shorter
than themselves; or men with a similar
attitude towards women with children
from a previous relationship. A lot of
young adults these days, at least in my
experience, hold the belief that it is fine
to have a relationship with someone, but
it is fine also to leave that person as soon
as you find someone better. There is a lot
of fear and distrust of commitment.

R

abbi Boteach believes modern
men and women have lost some
essential innocence when it comes
to how we observe the opposite sex, and
part of that he says is because we have
lost our sense of wonder due to over
familiarity. He controversially advises
singles searching for love to limit the
amount of time they spend with friends
of a different gender because by getting
some of your needs met by opposite gender friends you will lack some impetus
to find a mate. Boteach relates how his
rabbinical studies in Jerusalem isolated
he and his young classmates from all
contact with women, and what a wonder
it was for them during their Talmudic studies to see from afar the seven
hundred girls at a women’s seminary
down the hill make their way into the
school building. “The amazing thing that
I remember about that time was that we
looked not with lust but with wonder. We
longed not to conquer or acquire these
women but to discover them. There was
about them a sense of delectable mystery, almost otherworldliness. We were
infinitely curious about them. Who were
these incredible creatures passing by us
every day? We knew they could enrich
our lives in some way, even if we weren’t
quite sure what that meant.” He adds
how there were no commitment-phobes
in his seminary and they all married in
their early 20s after graduation.
Could Boteach be right, that our
mainstream cultural diet of salacious TV
programmes, song lyrics and seeming
endorsement of casual sex is damaging

Rabbi Boteach believes modern men
and women have lost some essential
innocence when it comes to how we
observe the opposite sex, and part of
that he says is because we have lost our
sense of wonder due to over familiarity
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our valuation of innocence? There can
be no doubt that our culture is coarsening in some respects: as one example
amongst many a long-running programme like Coronation St. is significantly more full of gossip and casual sex
than it was back in the 1970s. Old values
seem to have fallen away. Many Kiwi
parents these days believe it is ok for
their early teen children to have boyfriends and girlfriends, and they tolerate
stayovers! This is a big contrast with prevailing attitudes just 20 or 30 years ago.

A

llied to this loss of “innocence”
is an overly lucid perfectionism.
Boteach says we are encouraged
by a “hyper-rational” society to “judge
everything and everyone with a cold,
dispassionate eye, (and) find weak links
in every chain, and in our search for a
flawless mate we all too often end up
lonely and dissatisfied.” He poignantly
contrasts this “what’s in it for me?” attitude with the ideal as set forth in his own
religious tradition which gives innocence
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a very high value indeed: “In the Kabbalah, one of the highest descriptions of
God is peshitut ha’atzmut, the Ultimate
Simplicity. And every year, on the Yom
Kippur, the Day of Atonement, it is that
simplicity and innocence that we are trying to rediscover for ourselves...The one
who blushes still believes in love.”
As an antidote to jadedness, Boteach
advocates reclaiming your “mental virginity” with what I think is some pretty
good advice. For example, practicing
radical honesty: revealing things from
your past to your lover that you were
always too afraid to reveal, including
actions that might not reflect well on
you, and asking questions about your
mate that delve into their souls also.
More controversially he even advocates
partners telling each other when they
have a passing crush on someone else.
“Prudishness and secrecy have no place
between a husband and wife,”opines
Boteach, and he believes as long as it
is done with diplomacy revelations of
“petty attractions”, while sometimes

causing pain, will slowly deepen trust
and even enhance a couple’s love life.
He suggests taking a sabbatical from
all kinds of gossip, including celebrity
and political gossip as a way of deepening yourself. Such baser forms of curiosity jade the palate, and as the Rabbi
points out, being romantically interested
in someone is all about feeling enormous
fresh curiosity about their lives.
Exploring great authors who expand
horizons and teach you an understanding of life, he believes is helpful. Romantic literature such as Jane Austen’s Pride
and Prejudice is ideal, he believes, to
get single people into the right frame
of mind. Like Susan Page in her classic book for singles, If I’m So Wonderful, Why Am I Still Single? he believes a
major problem for modern singles is they
are unconsciously ambivalent about the
whole idea of being married and having
a family. Both Page and Boteach believe
the secret to overcoming ambivalence
is by clarifying what you want, and
steering clear of Better Than Nothing
type relationships, couplings where one
partner or both have a limited commitment to the other.
Page points out that such relationships
are a dangerous roadblock to finding true
love as they consume time and energy
that would otherwise be used for meeting
more suitable people. Insidiously, they
also can lower your self esteem, because
they make you doubt yourself. If Jack is
a little bit ambivalent about Jill whom
he lives with, then Jack is far more likely
to not want to improve the relationship
when inevitable problems arise. He is also
far more likely to resent Jill for trying to
change things, and criticize and/or fail to

cooperate. Over time this will chip away
at Jill’s self esteem.
In my own experience I have heard
of many such examples. Usually they
involved women who end up living with
men whom they are not married to, men
who seem to have one foot slightly out
the door. The relationships will usually
be on again and off again, and very often
such couples rather foolishly decide to
keep having children in the hope that
this will seal the relationship somehow.
Inevitably it simply puts more pressure on a shakey relationship, and often
they will break up not long after a baby
is born. The women come out of such
relationships deeply hurt, depressed, and
less attractive to future partners because
they already have children, and might
not want more. Self esteem was probably
already an issue since they felt compelled
to be attached to commitment-phobes;
but such doomed relationships do the
opposite of raising it.

people, not letting it be camouflaged
by their flaws. You are less likely to be
commitment-phobic, to undervalue good
qualities in potential partners, less likely
to become as the proverbial T-shirt image
used to have it, a slouched cobwebbed
skeleton in a saloon, cowboy hat on skull
“waiting for the perfect partner”. You are
also going to be a lot more attractive to
members of the opposite sex if you are
perceived as good-hearted. To find out
how to have a warmer and bigger heart

there are probably different answers for
different people; but the starting place
is usually in your local church, temple,
synagogue, mosque and ashram. Some
people fly to India, others go on pilgramages across the north of Spain, some visit
sacred valleys in Peru. Still others say you
must go within and find the answers from
that quiet still voice that spiritual mystics
say is the voice of God/Love. In the end,
for many of us, it is a good idea to have
someone to practice on.

If you have a well developed loving heart
you are likely to see the good in people, not
letting it be camouflaged by their flaws

I

n the end perhaps some of the best
help Religions can give to seekers of
love, and also to those who would like
to make their marriage happy is in the
eternal message of the importance of
being kind and generous to one another.
Bishop Chartres in his advice at the
Royal Wedding ceremony to Prince
William and Catherine said the key to
a happy outcome in marriage was not
to “reform” the other partner, but to
transform oneself. This kind of advice
runs counter to the current predominant
marriage counselling advice of communicating your needs better, insisting on
fairness and equality, problem-solving
and asserting yourself. Christianity puts
loving other people second only to loving
God. In the famous passage by St Paul
in Corinthians he declares that “Love is
very patient and kind, never jealous or
envious, never boastful or proud, never
haughty or selfish or rude. Love does not
demand its own way. It is not irritable or
touchy. It does not hold grudges, and will
hardly notice when others do it wrongs.”
(The Living Bible Paraphrased”) The
Amish in America have a saying that
puts it another way: “We want to see
people through, not see through them.”
If you have a well developed loving
heart you are likely to see the good in
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W

e all want cleaner, greener
energy, right? But what
if we are rushing into
schemes without properly
checking them out, just
because we want to be seen as clean and
green? New Zealand’s push for renewable
energy projects has seen the green light for
an ambitious undersea tidal power station in
the Kaipara Harbour north of Auckland. But
how much have you heard about the risks
of something going catastrophically wrong
that could damage the southern hemisphere’s biggest enclosed harbour?
Across America and Europe, windfarm
turbines lie abandoned and rusting in fields
of broken dreams. The search for ‘clean,
green energy’ has been anything but clean,
and the turbines have proven so inefficient
they’ve required massive taxpayer subsidies to run. When the subsidies ran out, the
operators ran away, leaving busted iron eyesores in their wake.
New Zealand has already fallen for windfarms, but now we’re taking the plunge,
literally, by sinking 200 undersea generator
turbines into the narrow entrance to Kaipara Harbour. Locals are already concerned
the turbines could kill large numbers of
fish (a recent survey found 98% of snapper
on the North Island’s west coast had been
spawned in the Kaipara) and even whales
and dolphins, but there’s another reason we
should be thinking twice – magnetic ironsands will damage the turbines and reduced
tidal currents in the turbine field will result in
deposition of sand around the turbines with
resulting loss of performance and possible
destruction of the undersea cables.
Auckland scientist ROGER DEWHURST
sets out his grim prediction about
New Zealand’s first tide-power project:
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I

t appears to me that certain issues
in relation to this project have been
un-noticed, ignored or given insufficient weight by the Environment Court,
the Northland Regional Council and
the Department of Conservation, the
authorities principally concerned with
the protection of the environment and
the people.
Although much emphasis was put on
environmental issues certain technical issues appear to have been largely or
wholly disregarded. Among these are the
post glacial and historical development
of the coast and the harbour, the mineralogy of the sediments in and around
the harbour entrance, the nature of the
sands forming North Head, the effect
of artificial structures in the Graveyard
channel and the effect of magnetic particles in the magnetic fields surrounding
the turbines.
The principals involved are all so fundamental that I am surprised that they
have escaped due attention. In my view a
combination of these omissions will lead
to the total failure of the project with
consequent adverse effects to Northland.
Post glacial history
Let us consider the Kaipara 20,000 years
ago at the climax of the last glaciation.
Sea level was nearly 100 metres lower and
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the coast many kilometers to the west of
its present position. The shore was probably fringed with sand dunes much as it
is today. The land, now swallowed by the
sea, was probably forested. One might
surmise that the Kaipara and Northern
Wairoa Rivers meandered through forested valleys to join somewhere north of
what is now South Head before flowing
west to the sea.
16,000 to 18,000 years ago the climate
began to warm and as it did the sea
level began to rise. This continued until
about 11,000 years ago when the climatic
reversal known as the Younger Dryas
took place. Warming and sea level rise
recommenced about 10,000 years ago
before reaching a climatic maximum
about 6,000 years ago when sea level was
several metres higher than it is now as
we can see from the raised beaches at
Kaiaua. As the sea rose and inundated
the lowland forest the coastal dunes
migrated inland to form North Head as
it now is.
By now the Kaipara Harbour had
formed. As the silting of the harbour was,
as yet, little advanced and sea level was
higher, tidal flows were greater. The gap
between South Head and North Head was
probably formed to accommodate this
greater flow. As the harbour silted and sea
level fell slightly the Tory Shoal and the

Southern Shoal formed limiting the main
flow though the narrow channel which
came to be known in recent times as the
Graveyard because of the hundred or so
ships that foundered there.
Recent history
There are now two coastal currents. One
flows north along the west coast of the
North Island and the other flows south
along the west coast of Northland. They
converge off Northland. When North
Head was formed I surmise that the
southbound current predominated. Now
the northbound current is dominant off
the Kaipara Harbour. These currents
control the movement of sand along the
coast. I surmise that the southbound
current may have been dominant until
perhaps until the end of the Little Ice
Age. I doubt that the sailing ships of one
hundred and fifty years ago with their
relatively primitive navigation equipment
could have regularly got through the harbour entrance as it now is. I surmise that
the shoals that now bound the south side
of the entrance channel are of relatively
recent formation and due to the increasing dominance of the northbound current. Evidence was given to the Environment Court that the south-west of North
Head has been eroded since the harbour
was a major port.

Magnetic sands
There are deposits of titanomagnetite,
black ironsand, from Wanganui northwards. This titanomagnetite originates
largely from the andesite volcanoes of
Taranaki and to a lesser extent from
central North Island andesites and transported down the ancestral Waikato River.
This highly magnetic mineral is transported northwards by the northbound
coastal current and by wave movement.
Evidence was given to the Environment
Court that deposits of this mineral occur
around the entrance to the Kaipara Harbour after storms. The significance of this
evidence escaped due attention. I surmise
that the magnetic mineral enters the
Graveyard channel, where the turbines
will be located, via the southern shoals on
a rising tide particularly when there is a
strong swell from the south west.
Generators
A universal characteristic of electrical
generators is a very strong magnetic field
between the stator and the rotor. The
proposed turbine rotors are some metres
in diameter with a large hole in the
centre. Thus the bearing surface must lie

The steadily growing
body of sand on the
channel floor will
cover the mesh of
cables connecting the
turbines and make it
increasingly difficult,
and eventually
impossible, to maintain
the network and lift
the turbine generators
for maintainance

between the rotor and the stator which is
the peripheral housing of the rotor. For
efficiency the stator and the rotor should
be as close together as possible but there
must be some gap. How will the design,
if indeed it does, prevent particles of
titanomagnetite which will vary between
0.1mm and 0.3mm getting into the
intense magnetic field between the stator
and the rotor? Does the rotor behave like
a giant sanding disk when the magnetic
mineral adheres to it? What protection
do the coils in the stator have? These
questions should have been asked. It is
not sufficient for the Department of Conservation and the Northland Regional
Council to say “It is not our job to question the design”. If the ultimate outcome
of design failure results in damage to the
environment or the population of Northland is adversely affected it is within the
job specifications of these authorities.
North Head
North Head is composed principally
of wind blown dune sand. There are
two cemented layers within it visible
from a boat in the Graveyard channel.
These layers are probably, I say probably
because I have only seen them from a
boat, ancient soil horizons dating from
periods of dune stability. The marine
chart shows quicksands in the southwest part of North Head. Unconsolidated
wind blown sands are particularly prone
to erosion by water. That the North Head
has been formed as I have suggested
earlier can easily be demonstrated with
one or more reverse circulation bore
holes drilled to about 40 metres below
sea level, or perhaps less. Such a bore, or
bores, will show, I anticipate, the remains
of a forest which can be carbon dated to
six thousand years old or a little more.
Channel hydraulics
Structures, natural or otherwise, on the
floor of a channel slow the flow of water.
That is a simple fact. The structures that
Crest Energy propose to emplace in the
Graveyard channel will slow the flow.
Crest could not abstract any energy if it is
otherwise. The volume of water flowing
into and out of the Kaipara Harbour with
each change of tide will not immediately
be changed by the proposed structures.
However, as the velocity is decreased

in one part of the channel cross section
it will increase somewhere else. That is
simple. I suggest that it will increase to the
north of the Graveyard channel because
the sands are finer and because they are
not being incremented by coarser sands
passing over the southern shoals. The size
of particles moved by currents depends on
their size and density as so well described
in Stoke’s Law. The unconsolidated sand
of the southern part of North Head will
removed elsewhere by the faster current
and sands will be deposited where the turbines are located. As the water shallows
and the velocity declines barnacle, mussel,
oyster and weed growth on the turbine
substructures increases and further slows
the tidal flow through the turbine field
while it increases velocity to the north and
erodes North Head.
The main cables
The steadily growing body of sand on
the channel floor will cover the mesh of
cables connecting the turbines and make
it increasingly difficult, and eventually
impossible, to maintain the network and
lift the turbine generators for maintainance. As the new channel cuts into North
Head the main cables will be exposed.
These will be, according to the evidence,
be held on the bottom with large pieces
of concrete. When the bottom is no
longer there the cables, laden with their
lumps of concrete, will swing freely in
the tide some metres above the bottom.
An interesting and quite relevant
aspect of the metallurgy of copper is
that of annealing and stress hardening. Annealed copper is very soft and
flexible. Bend it repeatedly at the same
point it becomes stress hardened and
brittle. Then it bends no further but it
breaks. You may try this for yourselves.
Take a short strand of copper wire, about
as thick as a pencil lead or a little less,
and heat it to red heat. That anneals it.
When it has cooled bend it. It will bend
easily. Now try and straighten it. It will
not straighten at the bend because it has
been stress hardened. That will happen
to the weighted cables swinging in the
tide. I suggest that they will break. You
may visualize the consequences.
Roger Dewhurst, M.App.Sc, is a consulting environmental and engineering
geologist and hydrogeologist
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Secret Victims
Anorexia’s

I

WORDS BY MURIEL HOFFACKER/MCT
CONCEPTUAL PHOTOGRAPHY BY WORTH1000.COM/WENN.COM

ce sends chills down Barbara Kent
Lawrence’s spine, not because of
the temperature, but because it
reminds her of the betrayal and bitterness that she experienced during
her marriage. Lawrence watched
her husband erode physically and
mentally as he battled anorexia,
habitually sucking on ice to trick
his body into feeling full and lashing out at her verbally.
“When (the disorder) becomes addictive, it affects the brain,” Lawrence
recalls, “and the illness erodes the capacity to think clearly.”
At 68, Lawrence is now divorced and
can reflect on her 27-year marriage to a
man who suffered from anorexia, as well
as bulimia and alcoholism. She has channelled the trauma into two books.
“The main reason in writing these
kinds of things is to understand your
own self better,” says Lawrence, “and I
hope that it can be useful to other people,
as well.”
Her most recent book, “The Hungry
i: A workbook for partners of men with
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eating disorders,” was published in
November, and she believes it’s crucial to
raise awareness about eating disorders,
particularly in men.
Despite a perception that anorexia
only affects women, more than a million
men struggle with eating disorders in the
United States, according to the National
Eating Disorders Association. That number is 10 times higher for women.
Lawrence recollects a time when her
former husband asked his psychiatrist
if he was anorexic, and his psychiatrist
said, “No, only women are.”
Even for her, it took time to accept the
reality of his disease.
Lawrence remembers gardening by
their house and asking her husband to
fill a garden barrel with turf. After a
while, the barrel had sunk into the dirt,
and he was too weak to move it and
called for Lawrence’s help. With one arm,
she moved the barrel out of the mud.
“He couldn’t cross the room without
holding onto things,” she recalls. “My
hope is that people will be able to intervene in their own lives before it gets that

bad. Everybody around me knew something was wrong, I just wasn’t able to
acknowledge it. I was living a big secret.”
Understanding a ‘cruel illness’
Anorexia nervosa is characterized by
self-starvation and excessive weight loss,
and bulimia nervosa is a secretive cycle
of binge eating followed by purging.
“The heart of most eating disorders
have to do with distorted body images,
low self-esteem, depression, stress and
anxiety,” says Bob Caggiano, executive
director of psychiatry and mental health
at Salem Hospital, where he is a nonphysician administrator.
Anorexia nervosa has the highest
premature mortality rate of any psychiatric disorder, according to the National
Eating Disorder Association’s website.
Though some individuals seek treatment, many do not, according to
Caggiano.
“There are a lot of individuals who are
in denial about it.”
Lawrence hopes “The Hungry i” will
make it easier for people with eating
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disorders and those who love them to
accept help, and to debunk any “stigma”
associated with eating disorders.
She aims to help readers understand
eating disorders in men and provide
their partners ways to think about their
personal roles–including what they can
change, and what they can’t.
“I wanted to understand the disorders in a more rational, scientific kind of
way,” she says. “My hope is that I can help
somebody in the same situation I was in–to
understand what is going on in his or her
life. I feel some sense of mission about it.”
Barbara’s journey
Although they lived in the
same house and worked in the
same office, Lawrence and her
husband’s marriage continued
to deteriorate. They would
avoid each other, and as she
saw signs of her own body
deteriorating from the stress
caused by her husband’s
disorders, many unhealthy
habits and abuse, she
realized she would need
to leave.
“As I got older
and the stress of
living in such an
unhealthy
situation got
to me,” she

Portrait of anorexic man, circa 1920
/ Newscom

says, “I thought, ‘I really better get out of
here or I’m going to be dead.’ ... It’s a very
cruel illness, and not just to the person
who is suffering.”
Meanwhile, Lawrence decided to
change careers and pursue teaching, so
she would fly from Maine to Boston on
weekends for a writing course at Boston
University’s School of Education.
Ironically, in the thick of her personal

REALISTICALLY ASSESS YOUR BODY IMAGE

N

one of us can be truly
objective about our
appearance. We can only perceive ourselves from within,
while other people view us
from outside. Even our mirror
image is distorted and it’s not
how others see us.
But some people, often
those with eating disorders,
distort their body image to
an abnormal extent. A person
with anorexia or bulimia often
perceives her body size as significantly larger than it really
is. Insisting you are fat when

others see that you are emaciated is one of the classic signs
of an eating disorder.
And when the patient’s selfimage becomes more accurate, that’s a sign of recovery.
This change happens through
the course of therapy and
starts with acceptance of the
problem.
But how do people with an
eating disorder start understanding that they have a distorted view of their body, and
that distortion is hurting them?
It starts with the recogni-
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tion that the eating disorder
has not given them the happiness and perfection that they
were seeking but, instead, has
brought them tremendous
pain and suffering. That’s
when it’s possible to face the
fact that other people’s perceptions are more accurate
than their own, at least when
it comes to body size.
What are signs of a significant body image distortion?
1. No matter how much
weight you lose, you still
think your body is too big.

2. People describe your size in
a significantly different way
than you do.
3. It’s hard for you to accept
compliments about your
appearance.
4. You feel fatter on days
when you’re upset and
thinner on days when your
mood is good.
5. You feel significantly
heavier or lighter from one
day to the next.
6. You react to adversity by
suddenly feeling fat or
unattractive.

struggle, her first writing assignment was
to write an essay on food and happiness. Instead, she wrote about food and
unhappiness.
That assignment, which seemed like a
hopeless essay, would eventually blossom
into her first book, Bitter Ice: A memoir
of love, food and obsession, a story that
explained the toll of her husband’s eating
disorders.
Lawrence left her husband in 1994,
with hopes that he would “acknowledge
that he needed help.”
“But he didn’t,” she says.
Although he’s still battling the disorders, Lawrence says “he was a good
person in many ways.”
Lawrence went on to earn
a doctorate in education
and master’s degree in sociology, and recently wrapped
up a career as an adjunct
professor. In addition to
writing several articles and

books about education, she has spoken
at conferences to raise awareness about
eating disorders, especially in men.
“I’ve had a wonderful life. I’ve had the
opportunity to figure out my own self
and validate my own experience.”
She knows her advocacy has impacted
others, as illustrated by an interaction
with an unknown man on a train station
escalator who had evidently read her first
book and recognized her.
As Lawrence travelled up the escalator, the man going down
the escalator passed her and
said, “You saved my life.”
“How?” Lawrence replied.
“’Bitter Ice,’” he said.
If you or someone you love
has an eating disorder, here
are some resources:
http://www.eatingdisorders.
org.nz/index.php?id=774
http://www.ed.org.nz/
http://www.ability.org.uk/
Eating_Disorders.html

Celebrities are often criticised for their figures, usually when they’ve put on
a few pounds – but what happens when they’re too thin? Graphic artists
at Worth1000.com have put together a gallery of famous faces showing
how skeletal some of the world’s most beautiful women would look if they
suddenly embarked on a drastic weight-loss programme. Typically curvaceous
beauties like Beyonce Knowles, Jennifer Lopez, and Scarlett Johansson
look shockingly skinny in the altered snaps, while naturally slim stars like
Paris Hilton and Lindsay Lohan border on anorexic in Worth1000’s doctored
images. You can find the full gallery of images at www.Worth1000.com or
make image effects just like them at www.Aviary.com. WENN/NEWSCOM

WORDS BY LAVINIA RODRIGUEZ
You don’t have to have a
full-blown eating disorder to
have body image problems.
Many women and even some
men let their focus on their
bodies get in the way of
living.
It’s also true that there are
plenty of people of all sizes
and shapes who never let
what they look like get in their
way. They may be perfectly
aware that they don’t meet
society’s definition of beauty.
They just know that life is too
short to worry about not hav-

ing a perfect body.
Who do you know that
worries incessantly about
body image and is also truly
happy and fulfilled? Just like
you can’t be both anxious and
relaxed at the same time, you
can’t enjoy life when you’re
hiding away from the world,
fearful of exposing your
imperfect body.
As with any problem, to
make positive changes in
body image what you need
most are the desire and the
determination to change.

Sometimes it takes working on self-acceptance, and
understanding that having a
fulfilling life is more important than meeting social
expectations.
Some people may need
a little support from a
counsellor to start viewing
themselves more realistically and rationally. Other
people may need intensive
psychotherapy.
The point is, it’s possible to
change how we see ourselves
so that we don’t let our body

image get in
the way of life
and all the
wonderful things
it has to offer.
Dr. Lavinia Rodriguez
is a clinical psychologist
who specializes in
weight management
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Nature creates
beautiful scenery…

4.49ct Tanzanite,
with 1.67cts of rose
and round brilliant
cut diamonds.
Tax free available.

We create beautiful jewellery.

LYNNMALL TEL 09 827 3325
sales @ davidkeefe.co.nz
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ST LUKES TEL 09 845 0434
www.davidkeefe.co.nz

A TIME TO BUY 35

Fashion, jewellery, skincare and more
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The colour of the Cadillac, the chicest lip-gloss
and the most seductive summer dresses is full of
radiance, power and tropical spirit. All fashionistas
know one thing for certain – the colour of the
season is definitely PINK. The new THOMAS
SABO Watches from the It Girl range are
perfectly in line with this latest trend. High-end
pop Watches in neon pink with stainless steel
folding clasps, rotating stainless steel bezels and
elegant white mother-of-pearl dials are among the
most uncompromising accessories for the season.
ABOVE LEFT: Pink THOMAS SABO “It Girl” Watch
with mother of pearl inlay, stainless steel bezel and
coloured synthetic bracelet. RRP $398
ABOVE RIGHT: Pink THOMAS SABO “It Girl”
Watch with mother of pearl inlay, zirconia-set
bezel, and silicon strap. RRP $649
www.thomassabo.com

Buy...

A time to

ABOVE: Apart from the fact that Pandora’s winter
ring collection is out now, something else quite nifty
has emerged from the Pandora corner. They have
launched their new Ring Upon Ring Designer on the
pandora.net website
http://www.pandora.net/en-gb/create/
Essentially, you can now design your own rings
online from within the Pandora design range. “The
Ring Designer will set focus on the Ring Upon Ring
concept that some markets have wished for and we
are looking forward to hearing the success stories
about consumers walking into stores with their Ring
Designer item list – just as we’ve heard about the
bracelet designer tool,” says Pandora.
It’s a lot of fun to use, have a go!
http://www.pandora.net/en-gb/create/

RIGHT: Some say the eyes are our most important feature and the ‘window
to the soul.’ Your eyes not only communicate how you feel, but, according
to research, they also create your own special allure.
Now you can ensure they really light up with new Definity Eye Illuminating Treatment, for luminous looking eyes. New Definity Eye Illuminating Treatment from Olay fights what ages eyes the most – dark spots,
discolourations, lines and wrinkles. The Essential Glucosamine Complex is
a key ingredient that combines two powerful skin-enhancing ingredients –
Niacinamide and N- Acetyl Glucosamine:
• Niacinamide is scientifically proven to help boost skin’s collagen levels,
restoring your skin’s inner glow. And, because collagen also happens to
be important for keeping away the lines and wrinkles, Niacinamide can
help provide smoother, firmer skin
• The combination of Niacinamide and N-Acetyl Glucosamine is clinically
proven to reduce the appearance of dark spots and skin discolouration,
resulting in a more even, luminous skin appearance
BELOW: New from Farmers this winter. A coat is more than a cloak
against winter chills – it’s an item of grandeur when the seasons change.
This season Farmers is your go-to department store
for a stylish coat for your winter wardrobe. Boiled wool, tweed and
decadent large collars – it’s all about feeling warm while remaining chic. If
you‘re after a structured, cosy or sleek looking coat,
Farmers has numerous styles that are classic yet affordable.
www.farmers.co.nz

ABOVE: You’re not in Kansas now, Dorothy!
No, these shoes from Ziera are instead a special
fundraiser to help the people of Christchurch.
The classical Chanel-style ballet flat comes with
a heart on the heel to let others know you care,
and provide a little sign of solidarity. Plus, $20
from the proceeds of each pair sold will go to the
relief effort. You’ll need to hurry, they go on sale
nationwide in Ziera (formerly Kumfs) stores from
May 28 through to June 10 in a limited edition,
from as little as $149.99 a pair.
www.zierashoes.com
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FAMILY PROTECTION from the Bacterial Complications of COLDS

Buccaline
Reduce your
“sick days”

Helps Prevent:

•
•
•
•
Just one course of Buccaline tablets
gives everyone from young children
to the very elderly, safe protection for
up to three months from the bacterial
complications of colds.
Available from all leading pharmacies nationwide

Sore Throat
Runny Nose
Sneezing
Coughing

Pharmacist Only Medicine. Ask your Pharmacist if Buccaline
is right for you. Note: This product will not prevent the flu or
the development of coughs and colds. Should not replace Flu
vaccination for those at risk. Medicines Have benefits and some
may have risks. Always read the label and use as directed.
If symptoms persist consult your healthcare professional
Contains: 1000 million Pneumococcus Pharmacist Only Medicine
1, 11, 111; 1000 million Streptococcus; Pharmabroker Sales Ltd,
1000 million Staphylococcus,
Auckland, NZ.
1500 million Haemophilias influenza.
TAPS PP6511
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The cure for kids’ colds
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Was Grandma
right?
LOCATION: BERLIN
WORDS BY CLAUDIA STORR

NEW FROM ESTEE LAUDER
Double Wear Mineral Rich Loose Powder Makeup SPF 12
It stays put through heat, sweat and humidity. The loose
powder makeup’s soft focus, skin perfecting Retexturing
Effex mineral-rich formula gives skin an ultra-flawless,
semi-matte finish. Light-scattering, mineralized properties help disguise unevenness, blemishes and imperfections, while a special blend of finely milled pigments and
softly crushed minerals create a smooth, even surface
and soft, subtle radiance without shine. RRP $80
Double Wear Maximum Cover Makeup
This super coverage makeup with SPF 15 helps keep you
feeling confident that your skin’s flaws will remain your
secret while you look your best all day long. With up to
12 hours wear and a surprisingly lightweight texture and
natural-looking finish, this high performance makeup
can be used as both a foundation and concealer, providing maximum coverage and long wear. Non-acnegenic,
Ophthalmologist and Dermatologist tested and fragrance
free, this makeup can also be used post-surgery. Suggested retail price is $76.00

proper use is important: “Use an eyelash curler before applying
mascara. The lashes are elastic only when they are not made up.”
Koch also strongly recommends removing mascara before going
to bed. Otherwise, the eyelashes could break. But the reason they
would is not the mascara, but rather contact with a pillow.

T

here’s usually some truth to grandma’s beauty tips or at
least the reason she believed them can be easily comprehended. But a lot of beauty tips don’t hold up to tests by
beauty specialists.
True or false? The following list contains a few common
beliefs. Knowing their validity can help women improve their
personal care and practices.
Mascara makes eyelashes brittle

This is nonsense, says Rene Koch, a makeup artist in Berlin.
Mascara contains conditioners that protect the eyelashes, but
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Frequent shaving makes hair grow faster

Stubby hair is undesirable just a day after shaving the legs or
intimate areas. But regularly shaving over time does not mean
the areas require more frequent shaving.
“A razor has no influence on the growth rate of hair,” says Dr
Madeleine Schunter of the German professional association for
dermatologists in Berlin.
It may seem like hair grows faster after shaving because
stubble isn’t smooth. Hair growth rates differ from person to
person and hair grows somewhat faster in the summer than
in the winter. Shaving, however, doesn’t increase hair’s growth
rate.

Nail polish damages the nails

It used to be that after removing nail polish fingernails were visibly stained. “The
colour penetrated into various layers of
the nail,” says Brigitte Sterz of Germany’s
professional association of cosmeticians.
But staining can be prevented by applying a base coat of clear polish.
Monika Ferdinand of the German
association of cosmeticians recommends
taking it easy on the fingernails by using
an acetone-free nail polish remover.
Moisturizer should be applied
under foundation

Brigitte Sterz says she would never

apply foundation without first using a
moisturizer, giving several reasons: For
one, moisturizer provides a base on the
skin that helps the makeup go on more
evenly. Another is pure makeup contains
none of the ingredients that the skin
desperately needs.
“A moisturizing cream applied to the
skin binds the makeup,” says Sterz. But
it’s not necessary to apply a layer of moisturizing cream under a moisturizer that
is tinted. This could create an oily shine
on the skin because both creams have
moisturizers in them.
More than one facial peel a week
damages the skin

A peeling is meant to cleanse the skin
and get rid of dead skin cells. Schunter
warns not to overdo it, though, because
useful oils can be stripped away if the
skin is peeled too frequently. Once a
week is sufficient for normal skin.
Daily hair washing is bad

Printed on the label of many shampoos is
the phrase: Suitable for daily use. It’s safe
to believe this, says Franz-Josef Kueveler,

art director of an association for hair
stylists in Cologne.
“The products have become very
mild, making daily washing no longer
problematic,” says Kueveler. Consumers
should be a little more cautious when
using shampoos designed to treat oily
hair or dandruff because they could
affect the hair’s protective layer.
Shaved eyebrows don’t grow back

This concern is “completely unnecessary,” says Schunter. The hair root is
unaffected by a razor, thus a hair that has
been shaved can always grow back.
Lip balm is addictive

Rough and raw lips can be helped by
applying lip balm. Lips do not
have their own sebaceous glands, so
they can’t release any oil. “We
recommend using a palatable lip
balm,” says Schunter. It could turn out
that a lip balm can create a feeling we
want to repeat, but a physical addiction
to lip balm can’t occur.
Brush strokes increase hair shine

It’s easy to comprehend that to look
well, hair has to be combed. But does
brushing it make it shinier? Yes, it does,
says Kueveler. “Hair should be brushed
with a natural bristle brush in the direction it grows. Then the shine comes
out,” he says, adding that poorly made
brushes with sharp edges could damage
the hair.
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Hospital noise harmful
WORDS BY JULIE DEARDORFF/MCT

A

t 3:15 p.m. on a weekday, the busy
eighth floor of the city hospital is
buzzing with noise. Alarms beep
incessantly. The elevator dings each time
the doors open. During the shift change,
the “cocktail effect” kicks in; people talk
louder, straining to be heard over the
hubbub.
“When I get home at midnight, I can
still hear it my head,” nurse Pedro Arreza
says, pointing to the electronic monitors.
“But it comes with the territory.”
Health care is noisier than ever. Worldwide, the sound levels inside hospitals
average 72 decibels during the day and
60 decibels at night, far exceeding the
standard of 40 decibels or less, set by the
World Health Organization.
The racket is generated by obvious
bedfellows: human beings and technology. But the clamour of modern medicine can harm both patients and staff,
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a growing body of research on noise
and health suggests. Unwanted sound
wrecks sleep, raises stress levels, induces
medical mistakes and contributes to
alarm fatigue, which occurs when monitors shriek so often they are ignored or
turned off, causing safety issues.
In response to concerns, hospitals
around the world are launching “quiet
campaigns” that include eliminating intercom paging, replacing metal trash cans,
installing sound-absorbing flooring and
panelling, and dimming lights at night to
remind staff to keep their voices down.
One US women’s hospital was designed
with multiple smaller nurses’ stations
rather than one central one to enhance
privacy and reduce noise. In the neonatal intensive care unit at another, signs
designed to protect babies’ underdeveloped nervous systems say: “Did you
know...? Tapping on the top of an isolette

(incubator) is equivalent to the sounds of
heavy traffic during rush hour!”
Helping health officials rethink hospital safety and design is the Healthcare
Acoustics Research Team, an unusual
collaboration of experts with experience
in acoustics, engineering, architecture
and psychology and medicine.
Right now, “there simply aren’t enough
companies manufacturing materials that
absorb sound and are appropriate for use
in hospitals,” says Ilene Busch-Vishniac,
a HART team member and co-author of
an important Johns Hopkins study that
showed day and nighttime sound levels
have risen significantly in hospitals since
1960. “So what is available is expensive.”
Like libraries, hospitals used to be
considered quiet zones. In her 1859 book
“Notes on Nursing,” Florence Nightingale
railed against unnecessary noise, calling it
“the most cruel absence of care.”

But the information age ushered in
alarms, motorized beds, monitors,
more alarms, automatic hand sanitizer
machines, high-powered bone-cutting
tools and even more alarms. In older
buildings, one of the largest noise generators of all can be the air-handling system. Even environmental factors – such
as a lack of trees on hospital grounds and
power generators located nearby – can
contribute to the din.
Hospitals are also highly reverberant
spaces that feature hard, easy to clean
surfaces such as tile floors. Porous or
fuzzy materials are rarely used to absorb
energy or deaden space in healthcare
settings because they can harbour
microorganisms.
Today noise – even more than hospital food – is one of the top hospital
complaints.

suggested noise slowed wound healing
had used levels in the 80-decibel range,
which is louder than an average hospital ward. Even if the data translate to
humans, it’s not known “whether the
negative effect comes directly from the
exposure to the sound wave or from the
stress response of listening to sound we
don’t want to hear,” one researcher says.
Nevertheless, hospitals are doing
what they can to turn down the sound.
At Rush University Medical Center, a
“silent” patient call button system has
reduced intercom pages. Rush’s new hospital, scheduled to open in 2012, is trying
to reduce noise by 90 percent from
its current operation, said Mick Zdeblick, Rush’s vice president of campus
transformation.
The new patient care hallways will
be carpeted, backed by a strong spot-

Today noise – even more than hospital food
– is one of the top hospital complaints
Patients exposed to the loudest sounds
can lose up to two hours of sleep each
night, according to University of Chicago researchers who studied how noise
affects the elderly. Sleep deprivation can
trigger a host of health problems, including high blood pressure and high blood
sugar, fatigue and mood changes.
“Hospital noises levels are far from
acceptable, with maximums exceeding
the noise level of a chainsaw,” concluded
study co-authors Vineet Arora and Jordan Yoder.
Studies also report that noise in hospitals increases heart rates, blood pressure,
respiratory rates and cortisol levels. People in noisy recovery rooms requested
more pain medication. Pre-term infants,
perhaps the most sensitive population,
are at increased risk for hearing loss,
abnormal brain and sensory development and speech and language problems
when exposed to prolonged and excessive noise.
It’s also not clear “whether noise
impairs our ability to heal,” says BuschVishniac, now provost at McMaster
University. “That’s the fundamental
question.”
For example, one mouse study that

maintenance cleaning program, said
Zdeblick. In off hours, lights will be
dimmed to encourage softer voices in the
hallway. The building’s air flow has been
designed to be more quiet. Committees
are even looking at hanging more soundabsorbing artwork in the hallways, such
as a canvas without glass, or decorative
cloth reliefs.
Many hospitals have installed Yacker
Trackers, a kitschy sound meter that
looks like a stop light and flashes red
when it gets too noisy.
Marketed for school classrooms, the
Yacker Tracker is hardly a scientific
instrument. At one Chicago hospital,
it’s positioned above an 8th floor nurses
station because an outlet was available..
And though it had been in use for less
than two weeks, its novelty and effectiveness seem to have worn off.
Between 2 and 3:30 p.m. on a Tuesday,
the device hit red 301 times. Each time,
much to the staff’s annoyance, a lowpitched siren went off, adding to the din.
Still, nurse Arreza said it was a good
reminder that patients need rest. And every
so often, he lightens the mood by walking
up to the Yacker Tracker and laughing at it,
just to see what will happen.

HOSPITALS DROWNING
IN NOISE
“Alarm fatigue,” or the failure of
medical staff to respond to incessantly beeping devices, is one of the
top five conditions creating safety
issues in hospitals, according to the
national organization that accredits
the facilities.
The US Joint Commission recently
called the issue a priority and
announced it will meet with Food
and Drug Administration officials
to develop a strategy over the next
few months, according to Dr. Paul
Schyve, senior vice president for
health-care improvement.
“Alarms are too sensitive; nurses or
doctors find themselves responding
to something that’s not a problem,”
says Schyve. Another concern is that
there are simply too many in use and
staffers grow desensitized.
“They’re constantly going off, and
studies suggest the vast majority of
time no action is taken,” says Ilene
Busch-Vischniac, McMaster University provost and a noise researcher.
“People don’t pay attention to
alarms; they exist as much for legal
liability reasons as much as for actually doing anything for patients.”
Critical alarms can go off if a
patient simply moves or gets up to
use the bathroom. They may beep
when one of five heart monitor
leads comes off, even if the device
still works. “Certain alarms we know
aren’t critical so we don’t rush,” says
Ana Garcia, manager for telemetry
at Resurrection Health Care’s Saint
Joseph Hospital. “I know some
nurses do get fed up with them. You
just have to adjust to their rhythm.”
ERCI, an organization that evaluates procedures, devices and drugs,
placed alarm-related adverse
events on its top 10 list of technology hazards for 2011. The incidents
generally involved the staff being
overwhelmed by the sheer number
of alarms or not restoring alarm settings to normal levels after a temporary event, such as washing a patient.
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The winter arsenal
WORDS BY IAN WISHART

W

ith winter cold and
flu season on the way,
parents will again be
reaching into medicine cupboards for
tinctures to ease children’s suffering – a
harder ask as more and more safety questions are raised about common cough
medicines.
One herbal product continues to shine,
however, more than four years after
hitting the New Zealand market. While
one normally thinks of herbal extracts
as adjuncts to a cold treatment – a sort
of cross the fingers and hope approach –
Kaloba is more of a full-on attack dog in
the fight against winter ills.
Extracted from a South African
geranium variety known as Pelargonium
sidoides, and then concentrated and
purified by a West German pharmaceutical company, the Kaloba extract
is unusual in that it has passed medical
testing with flying colours.
The Germans realised they were onto
something with this particular plant in
the early 1900s, when they found it could
help treat the killer disease tuberculosis. In its modern form, it’s like a silver
bullet or clove of garlic against colds and
bronchitis.
The International Journal of Clinical
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Pharmacology and Therapeutics reported
last year on a Kaloba vs Placebo doubleblind trial, where 77% of children aged
between 1 and 18 using Kaloba to treat
acute bronchitis felt better after seven days,
against only 25% of those on the placebo.1
The study reported that the Kaloba
extract (EPs 7630) had been “shown to be
efficacious and safe in the treatment of
acute bronchitis in children and adolescents outside the strict indication for
antibiotics with patients treated with EPs
7630 perceiving a more favourable course
of the disease.”
The beauty of Kaloba, as the medical tests show, is that it is safe to use for
infants.
A further weapon in Kaloba’s arsenal
is that unlike antibiotics that only work
against bacteria, the EPs 7630 extract
has been proven to hit a number of key
viruses as well:
“Determination of virus-induced
cytopathogenic effects and virus titres
revealed that EPs® 7630 at concentrations
up to 100 μg/ml interfered with replication of seasonal influenza A virus strains
(H1N1, H3N2), respiratory syncytial
virus, human coronavirus, parainfluenza virus, and coxsackie virus but did
not affect replication of highly pathogenic avian influenza A virus (H5N1),

adenovirus, or rhinovirus. Therefore, antiviral
effects may contribute
to the beneficial effects
exerted by EPs® 7630 in
acute bronchitis patients,”
reported another medical
study last year.2
Another study into Kaloba’s effectiveness against Streptococcus bacteria
– commonly the cause of sore throats –
found it had a strong anti-infective power
if used early in an infection.3 A further
scientific study published only this
month reports: “The current data provide
convincing support for the induction of
anti-infectious responses by EPs® 7630.”4
So again, the key points: good antibacterial and anti-viral effectiveness,
faster recovery time, powerful enough to
treat even acute bronchitis, and safe to
use from infancy onwards.
References
1. http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
pubmed/20197012/
2. http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
pubmed/21036571
3. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.
jep.2010.09.018
4. http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
pubmed/21104606

Kaloba® EPs® 7630
ADVERTORIAL

Family and children’s health
is always a concern over winter
Worldwide Authorities are concerned about the
overuse of antibiotics, development of resistant strains
of bugs and the appropriateness of over-the-counter
pharmaceuticals for children.

Kaloba® the plant-based solution
for helping the whole family feel
better. Naturally!
● Scientifically shown as suitable for children one
year and over
● Natural support of the body’s defences against
attack of winter ills & chills
● Supports the immune system
● Assists in maintaining optimum health & supports
normal recovery
● Naturally soothes the throat, airways and sinuses
● Helps to keep the airways clear and healthy
● Is a TGA listable product in over 20 countries
● Sales in Europe last year exceeded 6,000,000 units

Why Is Kaloba® Effective?
1. It is a natural plant-based solution
2. It is grown naturally under GAP, not chemically
manufactured.
3. Supports the body’s defences and does not merely
mask the discomfort.
4. Made under pharmaceutical GMP. Efficacy, stability
and safety profile assurances on each batch.
5. Contains the active ingredients in a scientifically
tested and established solution.
6. Helps adults and children over one year old feel
better naturally.

Kaloba®’s History
Pelargonium sidoides (PS) grows naturally in
various areas of South Africa. Its use for helping
clear airways and assist healthy breathing originated
in various cultures administering it in traditional
preparations. In 1897 an Englishman Charles Henry

Stevens was in South Africa where a local gave him
daily doses of a boiled root preparation of PS. He
found it beneficial and on returning to England he
introduced the extract to Europe.
With an interesting history it maintained a
presence in Europe until Schwabe Pharmaceuticals
analysed the product in the late 20th century and
were able to isolate the active ingredients and launch
the extract as Umckaloabo in Germany.

Kaloba® Today
In recent years, Kaloba®, an alcohol extract made
from P. sidoides, has become a highly popular product
in Germany and Europe for winter ailments, helping
to support normal and healthy airways function. In
Germany Kaloba now ranks as the most popular
formulation for winter ailments and its sales are just
behind aspirin.
Kaloba® has been available in New Zealand since
May 2008.

Available from
Pharmacies and
selected Health Stores.
For more information
phone 0800 657 876
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm
or email info@phealth.co.nz
Distributed by
Pharma Health NZ Ltd
Your Health. Nature’s Power.
PO Box 15 185, Auckland 0640.
www.pharmahealth.co.nz
Supplementary to and not a
replacement for a balanced
diet. Use only as directed and if
symptoms persist, see your health
professional.
TAPS NZ6898
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Comfort is...

simply another name for Stressless®
Words like wellbeing, weightlessness and total relaxation come to mind the moment
you sit down in a Stressless® recliner. The natural soft leather and cushion ooze cosy
comfort. The gentle swing is controlled with effortless ease. And the smoothness of
the reclining function reveals the full potential of the superior technology - adding
the right body support in any position. Stated succinctly, the comfort offered by a
Stressless® recliner from Norway is the key to a more comfortable you. Take our word
for it and try one at your local Stressless® studio soon. Because feeling is believing.

STRESSLESS®
Kensington

STRESSLESS®
Ambassador

STRESSLESS®
Reno

STRESSLESS®
Taurus

100% MADE IN NORWAY!
THE ORIGINAL AND THE BEST SINCE 1971
Custom made to order. A wide range of styles, leather
colours, fabrics and wood ﬁnishes are available, allowing
you to match the décor in your home. A selected range
available for immediate delivery.

STRESSLESS® STUDIOS
DANSKE MØBLER
Auckland 983 Mt Eden Road, Three Kings. Ph 09 625 3900 • 13a Link Drive, Wairau Park. Ph 09 443 3045
501 Ti Rakau Drive, Botany Town Centre. Ph 09 274 1998 • Hamilton 15 Maui Street, Te Rapa. Ph 07 847 0398
Taupo 29 Totara Street, Totara Point. Ph 07 378 3156
Lower Hutt Level 1, Harvey Norman Centre, 28 Rutherford Street. Ph 04 568 5001
Whangarei Fabers Furnishings Tauranga Greerton Furnishings Rotorua Van Dyks Gisborne Fenns Napier Danks Furnishers
New Plymouth Cleggs Wanganui Wanganui Furnishers Palmerston North Turnbull Furniture Masterton Country Life Furniture
Wellington Fifth Avenue Blenheim & Nelson Lynfords Christchurch D.A. Lewis • McKenzie & Willis • McDonald & Hartshorne
Timaru Ken Wills Furniture Dunedin McKenzie & Willis Queenstown & Invercargill H & J Smith
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RIGHT, Swoon candle holder, $39.95,
www.freedomfurniture.co.nz
LEFT, Michel Ducaroy’s Togo is a Ligne Roset
classic. The Togo collection has been the
ultimate in comfort and style for over thirty years.
It features ergonomic designs with multiple
density foam constructions and quilted covers,
making each piece both visually attractive and
physically inviting. The most recent addition is
a scaled version for toddlers and kids of this
iconic model designed in 1973 sofa with arms,
complementing the popular collection of chairs,
loveseats, sofas with and without arms, corner
seats and ottomans. It remains as contemporary
today as it has always been. In 2007, Ligne
Roset introduced its first-ever kids collection
which includes a mini version of the Togo.
www.domo.co.nz

The Classics

ABOVE, ‘Trafalgar Settee’ by Duresta
Duresta understands that seating plays an
important part in establishing the character
of the room they are set in. Although their
designs naturally respond to changing
tastes, at the heart of each lies Classic
English Style, which throughout the world,
is generally considered to have a flavour of
understatement, subtlety and fine proportion.
For many years Duresta has held a unique
licence which enables them to study closely
the myriad design details and original pieces
of furniture found in the collections of The
National Trust. www.domo.co.nz
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ABOVE, Siri bottle, blue/clear, $49.95,
www.freedomfurniture.co.nz
ABOVE RIGHT, ‘Architecte Collection’
by Grange. Designed along strictly parallel
lines and with square writing surfaces, this
desk is inspired by an architect’s drawing
table, its appearance enriched by the
solid French cherry wood, a hallmark
of the GRANGE name. For a warm,
contemporary look, the finishes pair surfaces
in wood with a structure in Prestige or Deco
colour patina. www.domo.co.nz
RIGHT, Allia Mirror in black bamboo,
$249, www.freedomfurniture.co.nz

RIGHT, ‘1904 Collection’ by
Grange. A nod in the direction of
Andy Warhol and the 60s, the 1904
collection gives interiors that ‘arty’
look. Combining solid oak and aged
metal and aluminium, 1904 provides
a link between creative design and
beautiful materials, expressed in a
style that is unique.
www.domo.co.nz
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Can’t be beet
It’s not just for borscht and burgers
anymore, writes James Morrow

W

hen it comes to beetroot – a redundant construction if there ever was one, since a beet is
by definition a root – there are two schools of
thought. On the one hand are those who happily slap slices of tinned beetroot on any sandwich, burger, or
salad they can. I recently observed a customer at an inner-city
Sydney delicatessen order a lunchtime sandwich consisting of
brown bread, cream cheese, cucumber, salami, and beetroot.
Amazingly, this person wasn’t pregnant, but a 45-year-old IT
manager who works in my building. And historically, beetroots have been thought of as, by turns, either a laxative or an
aphrodisiac. Of course, over many months writing this column,
I have discovered that if there is one thread that runs through

culinary history, it is that the ancient Romans tied food and
sex together with more gusto than Nigella Lawson and Antony
Bourdain combined. A loaf of mouldy bread could ignite that
old familiar feeling in those guys.
At the opposite extreme are those who loathe the stuff and
recoil at the thought of the root vegetable’s pink blood oozing
onto their dish like a toddler panics when foods touch each
other. Anthropologist Claude Levi-Strauss very likely fell into
this camp, having written in 1955, “[C]ivilization has ceased to
be that delicate flower which was preserved and painstakingly
cultivated in one or two sheltered areas of a soil rich in
wild species […] Mankind has opted for monoculture;
it is in the process of creating a mass civilization, as
beetroot is grown in the mass. Henceforth, man’s
daily bill of fare will consist only of this one
item.”
For a root that stirs such passion, I have to
confess being lukewarm on the whole topic.
Growing up in America, I always associated
beetroots with yogurt-knitting hippies or elderly
relatives. It wasn’t until I had an Albanian beetroot, walnut and garlic dip in Sydney some years
ago – with the amusingly charming name, pantzarosalata
– that I discovered I liked the things. A similar experience
happened to an Australian friend who, having grown up in a
working-class suburb with a mother whose entire kitchen repertoire consisted of microwave cookery (she even bought those
Women’s Weekly cookbooks from the 1970s which purported
to show readers how to make an entire Christmas roast dinner
in the old “radar range”) always thought beetroots were bland,
sliced and tinned. All this changed when he took up with an
Italian girl and confirmed foodie, who showed him the proper
way to enjoy them.
There are multiple schools of thought on the best way to cook
beetroot. Some people are confirmed boilers. Me, I think this
costs an awful lot in the way of flavour. I like to put them in a
hot oven, wrapped in aluminium foil, and let them roast until a
skewer sinks in without resistance. (Oh yeah, save those greens:
they’re great in a salad, or sautéed like spinach). Once that’s
done, the rest is up to you. The great American chef Charlie
Palmer builds beetroot gateaux by layering slices with fresh
chevre and finishing with a scattering of mizuna and drizzle
of sherry-eshallot vinaigrette, which complements the earthy
flavours of the vegetable and the cheese. A warm salad of
beetroot, orange, feta cheese and greens is a wonderfully easy
and healthy lunch. Pasta-makers like myself can stuff ravioli
with paste of beetroot, and serve in a sauce utilising the greens.
Soups, beyond the classic Ukranian borscht, are another
option. And when cooking with beetroot, great lashings of red
wine or sherry vinaigre are always encouraged.

It wasn’t until I had an Albanian beetroot, walnut and garlic
dip in Sydney some years ago – with the amusingly charming
name, pantzarosalata – that I discovered I liked the things
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Roast Beet Soup
You’ll need:

About 5 medium beets, tops trimmed
300 grams brushed potatoes
2 1/2 cups milk
Chopped red onion
Fresh dill
3 tablespoons red wine vinegar
1/2 cup yogurt
Fresh dill sprigs
1. Preheat oven to 200C. Wrap beets and potatoes
separately in foil; seal tightly. Roast on oven rack until
tender when pierced with skewer, about 45 minutes for
potatoes and 1 1/2 hours for beets. Unwrap and cool
completely.
2. Peel beets; cut into pieces and place in blender. Add
milk, 2 tablespoons onion, 2 tablespoons chopped dill
and vinegar; blend until smooth. Season to taste with salt
and pepper. Refrigerate soup until cold, about one hour.
3. Peel potatoes and cut into 1/2-cm dice. Place in
medium bowl. Add remaining 2 tablespoons each of
onion and chopped dill. Fold in yogurt. Ladle beet
soup into 4 bowls. Top with potato salad; garnish with
dill sprigs.
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‘Paris of the East’
Hungary’s

H

ey!” an almost-naked man
cheerily called to me.
“Um, hey, back at you,” I
couldn’t help but giggle as I
answered, waving with one
hand, my camera in the other.
“You take my picture,” he commanded
in halting, Hungarian-accented English
before a striking a Schwarzeneggerlike Mr. Universe pose. Click. Click,
click, click. Then, with once last slightly
embarrassed glance, I rushed away
quickly, both of us laughing and waving
to one another.
The jokester was waist-deep in one of
Budapest’s medicinal baths. And, yes,
he most certainly was wearing a bathing
suit as he enjoyed the hot, swirling water.
The Turks occupied Hungary in the
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16th and 17th centuries, and with them
they brought the now famous medicinal
baths. Relics of the past, the baths are
good for what ails you through hydrotherapy, aromatherapy, and physiotherapy. Swimming pools are a rarity in
Budapest, so the locals and tourists alike
come to the beloved baths as a substitute.
In post-communist Hungary, somehow it seems remarkable that it was only
just over two decades ago in 1989 that the
Iron Curtain, in a sense the ultimate of
metaphors, came tumbling down.
That signalled the beginning of hope
for Eastern Europeans, and in Hungary,
where the first cracks in the curtain
actually began with the removal of its
fearsome border fences, cities like Budapest began their phoenix-like rise from

the ashes of the Cold War.
With the end of communism came
the beginning of tourism, and Budapest,
nicknamed the “Paris of the East” for its
eclectic collection of churches, outdoor
cafes and music, began to open wide its
arms to the world.
And like Paris, which is ribboned by
the River Seine, part of Budapest’s scenic
glory comes from the romance of the
River Danube that lazily flows through
the city.
Budapest, with its population of about
2 million, actually is two cities. Buda,
surrounded by and lifted onto a natural
pedestal by the Buda Hills, is etched
with venerable outlines of the Royal
Palace and Buda Castle and gothic-like
cobbled streets. Pest, on the eastern side

The cuisine is influenced by all of Europe
because of its closeness to other countries, and
goulash, a spicy, hearty meat-and-vegetable
soup, is a staple at every restaurant
of the Blue Danube, lies on
flatter land and is the lively
centre of its activity with
restaurants, bars, cafes and
boutiques.
“In the case of Budapest,”
says Mihaly Hardy, a local
whom I befriended, “you
have to dig in and find all the
different levels.”
In the years since the Iron
Curtain fell, those who live
in Budapest – Budapestians?
Budapestans? Budas? Pests?
– have surrendered to the
carpe diem lifestyle: They
live for the day and love life
in this post-communist city
resplendent with Roman
fortifications, those steamy
Turkish baths and, as Hardy
suggests, layers of culture.
As for those baths, Pul
Kis of the Danubius Grand
Hotel Margitsziget explains
that Hungary is in a volcanic
valley, which means it’s underscored by geothermic heat. Water
from the springs can be very hot, so it must be mixed with
cooler water.
Kis explains, “Everywhere in Hungary, if you stick a stick in
the ground, water comes up. We use the water for treatments,
wellness, and fitness. Come to us for 14 days, and you go home
14 years younger.”
And when you get hungry in Hungary, try goulash, an iconic
dish as well-known as the baths. The cuisine is influenced by
all of Europe because of its closeness to other countries, and
goulash, a spicy, hearty meat-and-vegetable soup, is a staple at
every restaurant.
“Goulash can be made of any kind of meat: beef, chicken,
lamb, it doesn’t matter,” says Chef Andras Olgyai. “And we put
enormous amounts of onion into everything.”
One place to try goulash is Gundel, the city’s most famous
restaurant for fine dining. It opened in 1894 and is named for
Chef Karoly Gundel, who took it over in 1910. With an extensive
wine list and a Sunday brunch equal to none in the city, Gundel
does goulash right.
Your tummy full, try a night on the town. Budapest is known

as the City of Ruin Pubs, from
“romkocsma,” a word that translates to “ruin pub,” and is a mecca
of sorts for nightlife. Even with
the pubs’ crumbling facades, peeling paint, ramshackle bare brick,
and sometimes even bullet holes
from a war here and there, these
pubs are great places to drink and
get to know locals. Two to definitely try: Szimpla Kert, the first
ruin pub in the city, and Otkert, opposite Danube Palace.
Also find time to squeeze in a lunch or dinner cruises along
the Danube. Our group took a night cruise on the Legenda
(www.legenda.hu), and the city glimmered and glistened under
golden light as the cruiser passed myriad palaces, bridges, and
statues.
Known for its architectural lavishness of Heroes Square,
Andrassy Avenue, St. Stephen’s Basilica, the Parliament, Fisherman’s Bastion, the Opera House, the entire Castle District, and
Dohany Street Synagogue, the largest synagogue in Europe,
Budapest is a big, walkable city.
One of my very favourite stops is Central Market. I love busy
brimming-with-colour open markets, and this one fits my criteria perfectly. First built in 1897 and restored in 1994, the always
buzzing market is strung with fresh produce, peppers, meats,
and cheeses. There are restaurants, gift shops, and clothing
boutiques. This place is sensory overload in an extremely good
way, and it’s an excellent destination during the Christmas
Market season.
Wine has flourished in the region for hundreds, possibly a
couple of thousand years. From bold reds that pair well with
goulash to fruity, delicate whites, Hungarian wine is all about
the aroma and taste.
Try your own wine tasting with music. Whether it’s the
soothing strains of the Danube Symphony Orchestra, the
world-renowned folk-and-rock Sziget Festival in August – “It’s
sort of the Woodstock of Hungary,” says Hardy – the beat of
a local band at a ruin pub, or a traditional folklore play (think
whirling skirts, vests, and puffy-sleeved shirts), music is the
heart and soul of Budapest.
As you listen to and explore Budapest, give yourself a break
along the way by having a sumptuous pastry at Muvesz Cafe on
Andrassy Avenue or joking with a half-naked man at Turkish
bath. Either way, it’s a real treat.

IF YOU GO

GETTING THERE: Budapest’s Ferihegy Airport,
which just underwent a complete renovation
and reopened in March, is bigger than London’s
Heathrow at nearly 1100 hectares. Now thoroughly modern with SkyCourt shops, cafes, bars,
floor-to-ceiling windows, it is one of the leading
airports of the post-Cold War era.
www.BudapestInfo.hu, www.bud.hu/english.
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The life of
WORDS BY MICHAEL MORRISSEY
ELIZABETH TAYLOR
By David Bret
Mainstream Publishing, $39.99

Elizabeth Taylor – dead? It
doesn’t seem quite credible.
But all stars eventually fizzle
out or supernovae. While Taylor was a great beauty, it would
be less than accurate to call her a
great actress as (say) you could call
Meryl Streep (hardly a beauty), a
great actress. Sorry, actor is the word
now. Like Barbara Ewing, I find it hard
to accept PC nomenclature. Conversely,
it is a surprise Taylor lasted so long for,
in his worshipful biography, Bret tells
us she had over 30 operations and was
constantly succumbing to one illness or
another. Though sometimes, she was just
unlucky.
I have yet to see National Velvet but
in the clips I saw, Taylor seemed
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Liz

precocious and artificial. Nonetheless,
the film made her a star and a star she
remained for over 60 years. She was
notable for being a child prodigy who
did not burn out, despite her liking for
strong liquor. While she has been overpraised for her partnership with the also
overrated Montgomery Clift in Raintree
County, she was memorable in Giant
with Rock Hudson, one of Rock’s best
outings at being a real man. Undoubtedly, her finest performances were in Cat
on a Hot Tin Roof and Who’s Afraid of
Virginia Woolf where she played sharptongued bitches to perfection. It’s hard
not to infer that the magnificent quarreling with Richard Burton (who, like Taylor, gave some wonderful performances
and some duds) was fueled by their real
life emotional storms. Burton is quoted
as saying he loved to quarrel with Taylor
– or was it the reconciliation afterwards?
With a contemporary biography
such as this, Taylor’s motherly attitude
towards gay actors can be more openly
discussed. The jury may be out on Richard Burton (her favourite husband) for
occasional bisexuality, though generally
he was as masculine a man as you can
imagine. However, actors like Roddy
McDowall, James Dean, Rock Hudson
and, of course, Montgomery Clift were
well known to be gay. Bret speculates
that Clift considered marriage to her
despite his homosexuality, while Taylor
said she loved him more than any of her
husbands. And indeed, she saved him
from choking on two dislodged teeth
after his terrible car accident. She made
12 movies with Burton and theirs must
be considered the most colourful marriage in all Hollywood’s history.
It has been sardonically observed that
Taylor was as famous for her marriages –
eight in all – as anything else she accomplished. In contrast to the gay actors

she befriended and to whom she was
passionately loyal, her husbands tended
to be overbearingly masculine, heavy
drinkers, flagrant showmen, and abusive
womanisers. They were also famous and
affluent gentlemen who showered Taylor
with diamonds and other gifts that only
the very rich or royalty could afford.
“Diamonds are a Girl’s Best Friend”
should have been her song rather than
Marilyn Monroe’s, but Taylor had no
singing talents. Despite the plurality of
husbands, Taylor was not noted for her
culinary skills. Marlene Dietrich cuttingly observed, “She wouldn’t know to
boil water without burning it!”
Her bad table manners and often
outrageous behaviour prompted Dana
Andrews to invite Taylor to join the F***
You club. According to Bret, it was Taylor’s machinations that prompted Rock
Hudson and James Dean to have a fling,
while she, for her part, quickly realised
no woman would ignite Rock’s enthusiasm. Taylor showed misguided courage
when she stated her intention to offer
herself in exchange for the 104 hostages
held captive by Idi Amin. Fortunately,
the Israeli troops intervened before any
negotiation occurred.
This highly readable biography is written in a breezy tabloid style – Bret cannot
refrain from throwing in scandal upon
scandal (many of which did not involve
Taylor) to season an already rich brew. A
list of her marriages and illnesses might
have been interesting items to add as
appendices. It was done for Marilyn Monroe so why for not for Elizabeth Taylor?
RIP Elizabeth, your star still looks bright.
INSIDE STORIES:
A History of the New Zealand
Housewife 1890-1975
By Frances Walsh
Godwit, $49.99

In every popular women’s magazine
currently published, the story of that
supremely capable person, the New Zealand housewife, continues ever onward.
But in this wonderfully elegant book, its
chapters and page edges illustrated with
what seem to be attractive wallpaper patterns, the enduring story of that unsung
and unpaid paragon of the hearth is retold.
The delightfully dated illustrations with
their cheerfully be-aproned housewives

looking joyously uplifted by a new product
are from a bygone era when housekeeping
was well nigh as grubby yet just as necessary an occupation as being a coal miner.
The book is divided into thirteen chapters ranging from Good Housekeeping to
sound advice on the kitchen, neighbours,
shopping, worries, servants and relaxation from the many chores the housewife
was – and still is – expected to cope with.
Drawn from over a dozen publications
such as the long lived The White Ribbon
(1895-1965), official organ of the Christian
Temperance Union, the enduring Catholic New Zealand Tablet (1873-1978) and
the ever popular New Zealand Woman’s
Weekly (1932 till the present), plus more
short-lived publications like Eve (19661975) and Thursday (1968-1976), this lovely
tome teems with the advice of yesteryear.
While some of the advice may now seem
quaint and outdated, much is extremely
well written, philosophic in thoughtfulness and, at times, remains relevant.
Housekeeping was a more complicated
art before the arrival of electric devices
such as the washing machine, stove,
microwave oven and vacuum cleaner.
While the housewife of earlier times
might have been pleased to learn she
could clean suede shoes with sandpaper
on the side of a non-safety (!) matchbox,
or brown leather shoes with the inside of
a banana skin or get rid of the smell in a
sick room by waving round a hot shovel
sprinkled with a few drops of vinegar,
she was also instructed on how to keep
tennis balls bouncy in winter (keep
them in a tightly sealed fruit jar). She

would have been thrilled to learn that the
stains to teeth and fingers occasioned by
smoking could be avoided by the use of a
cigarette holder which served to present,
at least visually, an aura of sophistication as she proceeded to wreck her lungs.
A stiff gin and tonic which I mistakenly thought was a guaranteed way to
head towards inebriation was in the 30s
regarded as a way to stimulate “a sluggish
condition” or soothe “feminine indisposition”. Ovaltine was as good as valium
and Prozac combined for lifting depression and curing insomnia. Miraculously
health-producing tonics (sans gin)
abounded.
On the subject of husbands, The New
Zealand Woman’s Weekly warned prospective brides to be wary of “men who
parted their hair in the middle; are small
and yappy; those who pat your bottom
five minutes after meeting you, have a car
with a well-worn back seat” and plenty
more besides. Ms Walsh does not directly
comment on this list but I suspect some
of it was tongue in cheek.
Ex-Metro journalist Ms Walsh writes
in a pleasingly sardonic way, slipping
in literary and psychological references
here and there. And yet, as she cheerfully admits, her mother was of this early
sturdy breed and without such women,
households, then as now, would simply
fall apart. This book is a timely reminder
of how much nurturing and sheer hard
work the New Zealand housewife has
contributed to the fabric of our society.
And remember to wear cotton gloves
to bed at night as they absorb cream.
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Crossing the Hudson
Kate plays the villain
WORDS BY AMY LONGSDORF

K

ate Hudson is to wedding dresses
what Meryl Streep is to accents.
Of the 20 films in which she’s
appeared, Hudson estimates she’s walked
down the aisle in nearly half of them.
“I think I’ve worn a wedding dress in
seven movies,” she says cheerfully. “Let’s
do this. There was About Adam, Dr. T
and the Women, Bride Wars. I wore a
bridesmaid dress in My Best Friends Girl.
I’m missing a bunch of them, though. Did
I wear a wedding dress in Four Feathers?
No. Fool’s Gold? Maybe.”
It’s no wonder that when Hudson
received a proposal to star in Something
Borrowed, she was reluctant to say, “I
Do.” Adding to her hesitation was the fact
that she had just finished shooting backto-back movies: the 2010 musical Nine
and the dramedy A Little Bit of Heaven,
which is due later this year.
“I’d just come home to New York and I
was ready to be home,” says Hudson. “But
then [Something Borrowed producers]
Hilary [Swank] and Molly [Smith] came
over and said, ‘You should read this book
by Emily Giffin.’ I started reading and I
couldn’t stop.”
Based on Giffin’s best-seller, Something
Borrowed pivots on the character of
Rachel (Ginnifer Goodwin), a hard-working attorney who is single at 29, a fact
which her about-to-be-married
best friend Darcy (Hudson)
never lets her forget.
After celebrating her 30th
birthday, Rachel winds up in the
arms of the guy she’s had a crush
on since law school, Dex (Colin
Egglesfield), who just happens
to be Darcy’s fiancé. Suddenly,
Rachel is thrust into a very tricky
situation, caught between Darcy
and the guy who could be the love
of her life.
Something Borrowed might be
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one of a handful of wedding-themed
romantic comedies on Hudson’s resume
but Darcy is unlike the sweet-natured
women the actress usually portrays.
“Darcy was just so hilarious to me,”
Hudson explains. “She’s so deeply selfcentered. I’d never really played a part
like that before. I kind of thought, ‘Well,
this is going to be fun.’ “
And it was fun, says Hudson. But the
movie was not without its challenges.
“Darcy gets to say all the things that
nobody else wants to say and that’s what
I liked about her. But it was [tough] to
take a character who’s written as very
unlikable and make her likeable.
“It would have been too easy to make
Darcy the villain and then that would
have made it easier for Dex and Rachel
[to get together]. The movie is more
real and interesting if you make all the
characters somewhat likeable. It makes
you question the whole dilemma more, I
think, if you care about everyone.”
Director Luke Greenfield (The Girl
Next Door) believes Hudson was an ideal
choice to play the movie’s most potentially “polarizing” character.
“It’s hard to pull off an alpha female
like Darcy, the girl who gets everything
she wants and is relentlessly selfabsorbed, yet never fails to light up a
room,” he says. “Kate plays her in a way
that makes you love to watch her, and
lets you in on Darcy’s genuine warmth.”
While Hudson is best known for her
romantic comedies, she admits she
has little in common with many of the
characters she’s played. She insists she’s
not a girly-girl and neither is her mother,
Goldie Hawn. “My mom and I don’t talk
about [beauty tips] or stuff like that,” says
Hudson. “She’s not the kind of mother
who’s like, ‘Put your face on before you go
out.’ We’ve got all boys in our family.”
Hudson’s dad is musician Bill Hudson
but she and brother Oliver Hudson were
raised by Hawn and companion Kurt
Russell. (Hawn and Russell also have a
son named Wyatt.)
Hudson first fell in love with acting after spending time on her parents’
movie sets. But after high-school, she
applied and was accepted at New York
University. Only at the last minute did
she decide to pursue acting instead.
Hudson was a success almost immedi-

While Hudson is best known for her romantic
comedies, she admits she has little in common
with many of the characters she’s played
ately. When Sarah Polley dropped out of
Almost Famous, she nabbed the careermaking role of soulful groupie Penny
Lane. Only 21 at the time, Hudson won a
Golden Globe and an Oscar nomination.
“That experience was amazing,” says
Hudson, 32. “Working with [writer/director] Cameron Crowe was incredible and
it sort of opened a passage for me to work
with some other amazing directors.”
Asked if she watched the film again
when it arrived recently on Blu-Ray,
she says she rarely revisits previous
triumphs. “My mom’s taught me not to
live in the past,” notes Hudson. “But that
movie was an experience that I will take
with me forever. The actors that I worked
with are still my friends.
“And then the critical attention that
Almost Famous received was sort of
mind-blowing for me because I was
young and falling in love [with first husband Chris Robinson] and getting married and doing the whole awards circuit.
It was all new. And it was great.”
Three years after Almost Famous was
released, Hudson gave birth to her first
child, Ryder Robinson. In June, she’s due
to become a mother again. This time, the
father is her fiancé, Matt Bellamy of the
British band Muse.
Hudson says having another child is
likely to make her more choosey about

the movies she selects. “I think now
what’s happening to me is that I’m shifting,” says the actress who is scheduled
to play Linda Lovelace in an upcoming
biopic as well as reprise Darcy in Something Blue, a Something Borrowed sequel.
“Sometimes you just want to have fun
and just play a part and you’re not thinking too much about it. Now if I’m going
to go away [to work], it probably won’t be
something that I do on a whim Now I’m
going to have two kids. I think it’s really
going to become about the filmmakers.”
These days, Hudson feels more rooted
and less of a gypsy. “It’s a totally different pregnancy, completely. It couldn’t
be more opposite,” she notes. “This time
I’m actually set up. Before with Ryder,
I remember that I didn’t even have a
nursery. I didn’t really have a house until
I was seven months pregnant. This time
I have a house and nursery, which I’m
painting yellow.”
For the actress, the best part of being
pregnant is the teasing she’s taking from
her son. “He loves making fun of me,” says
Hudson with a laugh. “He loves going,
‘You’re huge,’ and all that kind of stuff.”
He’s also very caring, she adds. “I put
[pepper] on my food the other day and he
goes, ‘Mom, don’t eat that.’ I said, ‘Why
not?’ He said, ‘The baby might not like
spicy.’ He’s very protective. It’s pretty cute.”
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or the phone!
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fter more than 12 hours at the office, Fred Karlinsky
has arrived home to share the details of his day with
his wife, Autumn. But just as she sets the roasted
chicken on the dinner table, Fred’s BlackBerry
pings, announcing the arrival of a new e-mail. A quick glance
down and Fred’s back in work mode, shooting off a response.
“Remember,” Autumn pipes up: “Your BlackBerry is NOT
invited to dinner.”
By now, Autumn is realistic enough to know it may take a
second reminder – and possibly even a third nudge a few hours
later when she and her husband finally have some alone time.
“Fred says he can’t avoid working evenings, sometimes even
in the middle of the night – as head of an insurance regulatory practice, he communicates with clients and lawyers in
time zones around the world. “I’m on 24/7. I know my wife gets
annoyed, but I owe it to clients to respond when they need an
answer.”
Marriage in today’s 24/7 world is challenging, particularly
when technology has caused more of us to straddle the line
between hard worker and workaholic. Marriage therapists
report an increasing number of complaints about a spouse,
male or female, whose body may be right there but whose mind
is off in cyberspace.
Some say the best way to get their spouse’s attention is to send
a text – from the next room. Others say the iPhone glare has
replaced candlelight as the backdrop for bedroom romance.
Rhonda Ricardo, author of Cherries Over Quicksand, which
offers insight on what sinks relationships, said more spouses
today feel lonely. One spouse may view time together in the car
or waiting for a table in a restaurant as down time, an opportunity to clear e-mail. The partner views it as time they could
have been talking and connecting. “One woman told me every

time her husband picked up his phone when he was with her it
was like a stab in the heart.”
Joel Block, a relationship expert with Candobetter.com, worries intimacy is being lost. “When you get married, you are volunteering for something that has a one-in-four chance of surviving,” Block says. “If want to stay together and be connected,
you have to make time for intimacy and set boundaries.”
Clearly, romance in the digital age takes a different approach.
Block advises couples to work on being intimate in short blocks
of time.
“If you are putting on your socks in the morning, say something about the day ahead, but speak from the heart about your
worries or hopes,” he says.
“Get more efficient at being intimate.”
Hollis Freimark has her own thoughts on what makes a
marriage work. Hollis has been married for 32 years to Jeffrey
Freimark, who by his own description is a longtime workaholic.
He currently is CEO of a large healthcare organization.
Hollis has relocated with Jeffrey 10 times for his career, supported him at hundreds of business events and become used
to going to bed while he’s still toiling away on his computer.
This past December, while on holiday with the family in South
Africa, Jeffrey ducked behind a bush to take a work call while
waiting for a safari to begin.
But Hollis says she doesn’t mind his work addiction. “I don’t
even notice anymore, I’m so used to it,” she says. “I think what’s
worked is that I’m my own person. I do things by myself if
necessary or I get involved in what he’s doing. If I need his full
attention, I tell him and he listens.”
Autumn Karlinsky, a mother of two young children, says
she, too, supports her husband’s efforts to stay at the top of his
game. “It has afforded me the ability not to have to work right

Marriage therapists report an increasing number of
complaints about a spouse, male or female, whose body
may be right there but whose mind is off in cyberspace
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now.” The tradeoff, she says, is that he brings work home. When
she wants one-on-one time with him, she schedules it. And, she
embraces his BlackBerry addiction to communicate with him.
“We send e-mail back and forth all day.”
Block suggests that as the work-addicted spouse, treat your
partner like your boss, turn away from your screen and make
eye contact. To communicate your needs as the spouse who
wants attention, he says, don’t nag. “Make a plan to spend time
together. That’s much better than the blame message.”
The dynamics can be doubly difficult in a relationship where
both professional spouses carry mobile devices that keep them
on call, even when they aren’t. Jochen Reiser and Melissa J.
Tracy are both doctors and on a medical school roster. Like the
Karlinskys, Tracy says she and her husband use their mobile
devices to make dates, such as going for a run together, grab-

bing coffee or having lunch in each other’s offices.
But they set clear rules at home, and reinforce them. At dinner, no phones allowed. And after the kids are in bed, communicate with each other first, then retreat to answer e-mail. “We
can get completely lost in work and forget our surroundings
unless we make a conscious effort to talk to each other.”
Block says the bottom line in the digital age: You can’t expect
a good marriage if you don’t focus on your relationship long
enough to get past the small talk. “You need more substance,
more intimacy if you want to stay together.”
ABOUT THE WRITER
Cindy Krischer Goodman is CEO of BalanceGal LLC, a provider of news and advice on how to balance work and life.
She can be reached at balancegal@gmail.com. Read her
columns and blog at http://worklifebalancingact.com/.
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WORDS BY DEBRA-LYNN HOOK/MCT

esides length and width, there are several noteworthy
differences between big children and little children.
When they’re little, they wake you in the middle of the
night for good things. Food. Drink.
A reassuring hug. You respond. Everybody goes back to sleep.
When they’re big, the reason they wake you up in the middle
of the night is never good. “I had an accident,” comes the text
on the phone plugged in beside the bed for these occasions.
“But I’m OK. Phone battery almost dead. Talk later.”
When kids are little, their needs are simple: milk, nappy, a
cot.
When they’re big, they need the keys to the car you just got
out of the shop from their last accident, a never-ending supply
of money, and a tertiary education.
When they’re little, the most sensitive question they ask is,
“Why do you still have a big, fat tummy, Mummy?”
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When they’re big, they ask you if you ever smoked pot or had
sex with anybody other than Dad.
When they’re little, they listen.
When they’re big, they talk back.
When they’re little, they look at you adoringly.
When they’re big, you’re lucky if they look at you at all.
My friend Brian, a philosophy graduate and the single father
of three who is just about to enter the no-fly zone with a rising 14-year-old, says, “Loving babies and toddlers is so simple
because they are not human beings. They don’t have wills, they
have impulses; no ideas, just impressions; no symbolism, intentional or otherwise; not many possible interpretations, no opinions, dreams, desires, history, morality, sin, consciousness.”
Little children are “like pets that share your DNA,” says Brian
the philosopher.
Big children have your eyes, your nose and – God help them

When they’re little, they listen. When they’re
big, they talk back. When they’re little, they
look at you adoringly. When they’re big,
you’re lucky if they look at you at all
– your thighs. So they must be yours.
Only, whose table manners are those?
When they’re little, they tell you
everything.
When they’re big, you’re afraid to ask.
When they’re little, you’re the omniscient, all-powerful one.
When they’re big, they’ve got the
power because they know the difference
between megabytes and terabytes.
Don’t get me wrong. There’s lots to be
said for big kids.
They’re potty-trained.
They can make their own PB and Js,
give themselves their own baths and
sleep through the night.

They don’t get croup at 2 a.m. or spit
up just because they drank too
much milk.
But what little kids demand
from you physically, big kids
more than make up for in emotional anguish, abject confusion and
absolute terror.
The other night, I got the dreaded
mid-night text. My 22-year-old son,
driving home with two friends for
the weekend from his internship, had
hydro-planed into a concrete guard
rail during a rainstorm. From midnight ‘til 5 a.m., I fielded three more
communiques, telling me the car

was OK and they were going to drive on
home; the car was not OK and they were
being towed; the tow truck got lost and
they were sitting on the side of the road.
Finally, as the sun was rising, he
walked in the house to greet me, blearyeyed, at the door.
“Mum, why are you still awake?”
When they’re little, you dictate their
location 24-7.
When they’re big,
you entertain thoughts
of locking a tracking
device on their ankle
like they do for prisoners and people with
dementia.
When they’re
little, they can’t
drive.
When they’re
big, love ya’,
honey, but
they drive you
to the brink.
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wrongangry with God
Voices of Faith:

Is it

to be

?

Strong faith leaves room for complaints

The Rev. Pat Rush: In the Bible, it seems that God’s people of the First Covenant are more comfortable arguing with God and complaining about God’s perceived lapses in duty than most
Christians are. The prophets Jeremiah and Habakkuk, as well as the Book of Job, are prime
examples of this.
Those writings evidence the presumption that even a divinely made covenant is a two-way
street and the sense that sometimes God forgets about God’s end of the bargain. Habakkuk complained that God was not listening, because God had promised to be a rock of
safety for his people, and, when their enemies attacked and defeated them, God failed to
intervene.
People influenced by this tradition are not afraid to argue with God and complain
when it feels that the Lord is neglecting them. This attitude is not rooted in a shallowness of faith.
Rather, it is usually rooted in a faith relationship so strong that an honest
exchange is acceptable and in no way damaging. It is rooted in a faith conviction that
God’s commitment to us is so deep that God can handle our disappointment and anger.
God did respond to those biblical heroes who brought their complaints to him. God
said, “stay faithful because good things will come, just not now and not as you expect.”
God said they and we must live in patient trust.

God’s love is steadfast in the face of anger

The Rev. Duke Tufty: This is a question that only you can answer. I say get angry with God. Yell
and scream at the top of your lungs. Stomp your feet, clench your fists, slam doors and kick the
furniture. Maybe even throw an expensive vase at the wall and shatter it into hundreds of pieces.
“There, take that God!”
Now then, how did that feel? Did it feel good or bad? Did it feel right or wrong? The greater
question might be, what did God do to warrant such anger and blame?
God is life. The energy, power, spirit and life force within you, and you have free will to use it
as you choose. Nothing to blame God about there.
God is love. The most incredible, blissful, wonderful, serene sense of being alive that we can
experience. Nothing to blame God about there.
God is the wisdom that permeates your body and mind. That wisdom directs more than 100,000
intricate physical actions necessary for you to be alive. Nothing to blame God about there.
If you want to get angry with God, go ahead. God doesn’t care. God’s love and provision remain undiminished. But perhaps rather than directing blame and anger at God, maybe it would be more beneficial if you
simply gave God the anger and expressed gratitude in the process. Let go, let God.
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Real people, real homes.

HERSEDITOR

John and Joanne had seen a G.J. house they really liked in Australia.
The team at G.J. Gardner Homes flew back to Australia with
them to look at the house and modify it to meet NZ conditions.
“The trip was amazing – we had a lot of fun. We have a
house we just don’t want to leave. From when we first
open the front door, through the spacious living areas,
to the gorgeous bedroom-bathroom, we can look out of
the windows at the beautiful view, it has the feeling you
are on cruise ship. G.J.’s literally went the extra mile
and built a truly magnificent home.”
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1. Felt
Felthat
hat
with
creased
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1.
with
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4.
with
gesture
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4. Summon
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10. Has common boundary with (5)
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21. Hindu holy man (5)
18. Sediment in wine barrel (4)
22. Make amends for (7)
21.Regarded
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23.
or judged
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22.Still
Make
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24.
in existence
23. Regarded or judged (6)
24. Still in existence (6)

Down
Down

1. Open and direct (5)
2. Think or speak about at length (5,2)
Down
3.
Veins in leaf (4)
1. Disappear
Open and
direct (8)
(5)
5.
gradually
6.
Slow-growing
NZ
native
tree
2. Think or speak about
at(5)
length (5,2)
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Sum
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saved
for
future
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3. Veins in leaf (4)
8. Examined closely (11)
5. Disappear gradually (8)
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14.
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(7)tree (5)
7. Sum
moneyflower
saved
for future(7)
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15.
Art of of
Japanese
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17.
Military
chaplain
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8. Examined closely (11)
19.
from ore by
(5)
13.Extract
Centremetal
of attention
orheating
admiration
(8)
20. Highest point (4)

14. Short of time or resources (7)
15. Art of Japanese flower arrangement (7)
17. Military chaplain (5)
19. Extract metal from ore by heating (5)
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18
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D E E M E D
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Poetry

E X T A N T

5. Middle Eastern market (6)
A turbulent descent, what of it?
6. Clean and unspoilt as if new (8)
Currents keep you fresh, my friend!
7. Colourless fluid part of blood (6)
13. Word for word (8)
A landscape like an invitation,
15. Appease or calm down (6)
16. Delicately small and pretty (6)
Wind, not God, might well defend.
18. Relating to or containing iron (6)
19. Extreme care in spending money
(6)
The plane
declines and accents thicken,
22. ____ in - make casual social call (4)

Risks and rusks come in to play,
Not terminal, this indecision Judgments for another day.
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You’re down again, try to enjoy it,
Native and Bio-Secure.
You’ve been a fair way off, and missed things Learn to jog, and hurl manure.
Re-entry’s hard, that’s well-attested,
Amputation’s my advice.
Lop off those parts that had you struggling,
Friction abhors paradise.
“Where are the chances?” you’ll be baited,
Like the moa had moved out.
Custom dogs sniff the over-rated,
Amplify the injured shout.
Goodwill is palpable but tiring,
Stereotyped as love and peace
“The angel squad is always hiring,
Just dust off your golden fleece.”
The lying slips down like a tonic,
The mourning seduces the sun,
It may be another disaster, but
At least it’s a natural one.

Is it poetry?
Then send submissions to
:
Poetry Editor Amy Bro©oke
Pam Hutton 2011
amy@investigatemagazine.tv

Greig Fleming
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